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At J ackman .
Yak m m P ond.
Lake View Farm. Cottage on Varuum point. The Newton House, Jackman, Me.
Situated near the best trout and salmon fish
Headquarters for sjtortsmon who desire to
ing in ibis vicinity. Boats and guides fur visit any of the numerous sporting camps
nished. Parties met at train in Farmington. reached through Jackm an.
Parties out
fitted and guides furnished for camping or
Telephone 2-30.
D. C. AVEUILL & Son , Temple, Me.
canoe trips. The Moose river and a large te r
ritory accessible. Livery in connection'.
Rate's $1.50 per day.
Mc K in n e y , N ewton & Co.
New York Ci t y .
Ashland House.
At P h i l l i p s .
Corner 4th Avenue and 24th street. Ameri Comfort Cottage. Brook fishing. Pure water.
No hay fever. Headquarters for commercial
can and European plans.
travelers. Lunches will be delivered at the
station to those who telephone from Farm
Rooms, per day, $1.00 and upwards.
ington. Dinners are served at the Cottage on
arrival of trains going to and from the
Kangeley Lakes and Dead River region.
On R a n g eley L a k e .
Trains stop thirty minutes. Team from the
house carries passengers to and from the
Mingo Spring Camps.
house free of charge.
IV. E. Mi l l e t t , Prop’r, Phillips, Me.
Located on Mingo Point. Kangeley Lake.
Best of Salmon and trout Fishing; Cosy Cot
ta g e s ; Open F ire s; the Famous Mingo Spring
L a k e Meg an tic , Qu e .
W a te r; Pine and Balsam (troves. Everything
for th e comfort and convenience of Sports Frank M urray's Lake House, on the lake slio.re,
men and Summer hoarders. Send for circular. a short drive from the club house on the Spi
der, offers all modern inducements to the
Ch a r les e . B e l c h e r , Kangeley, Me.
sporting public. Messenger service for receipt and dispatch of telegrams, messages,
etc. Electric lights and telephones, flrst-elass
KANGELEY LA K ES.
cuisine and accommodation. The Lake
House boat, run solely for the convenience
Camp Bemis and Birches.
of
Club House guests, is available at any hour.
Ben ds, terminus of Rumford Falls & Rangeley Lakes R. R. Two trains daily. Steamers Teams meet all trains, baggage accommoda
tion
on boat and teams; passengers prefer
connect to all points on the lakes. Birches
is six miles distant on Student’s Island. Cosy ring the road route provided with carriages,
double
or single. Sporting parties, going or
log cabins, open tires at both places afford
comfortable homes for the summer for ladies returning, will be wise in making Murray’s
Lake
house
their temporary headquarters.’
and gentlemen.
Excellent tlshing close at
hand. Send for circular.
Cart . F. C. Barker , Prop’r., Bemis. Me.
Via R a n g e l e y .
Dead River Pond Camps. Fishing, Hunting.
S imon Oa k e s , Rangeley, Me
At Errol, N. H.
Umbagog House, flood accommodations. Near
fishing grounds.
O. C. B umfokd, Prop.r.
DO YOU HUNT?
Are You Going Hunting This Fall.
I n D ead R i v e r R e g i o n .
Hotel Blanchard.
Hunting, Fishing. j. s.
D u h R e l l . Proprietor, Stratton, Me.
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Rangeley Lake Mouse
.3 0 C a l ib e r R i f l e s .
The Big Game Guns Of To=Day.
Model 1895 The only sporting rifle made that

handles the powerful .30 Caliber U.S. Army Car
tridge containing 36 grains of Smokeless powder
. . . . _. .
.
and a 220 grain Soft Point or Full Metal patched
bullet. This gun is made with 28 inch round Nickel steel barrel and
weighs
pounds. 6 shots. List price, $25.00.
Model 1894 — .30 Winchester caliber, Nickel steel barrel. Made with full
u? ,„ m.a?a,zine in carbine’ regular, “ Take Down” and “ Extra

]
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T f 33.goes- Wdght from 6*

t0 7% pounds- L ilt Prt«

F R E E -Scnd name and address on a postal for l<;8-page Illustrated Catalogue describing all the
guns and ammunition made by the

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

WATCHEDTHE DEER.

j
j

-

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HOME OF FREAK DEEB.

While His Friend Walked Three
More Furiosities Shot Near Eustis
Miles After a Rifle.
Than Elsewhere.
Has “ Uncle” Shep B lair’s Little
Deer Fallen £
Two W bite Deer Fall to Hunters

PLAN OF THK NEW GOLF LINKS.

On M a r b le P oint, R a n g e le y Lake,
The finest location for a Summer Hotel in New England. Entirely remodeled and refurnished,
and has all the conveniences of a first-class hotel. Write for a descriptive circular relative to the
hotel, the famous Rangeley Mineral Spring and Rangeley Lakes as a Hay Fever Resort.

R angeley L a k e s h o te l Co.,

A few days ago a Mr. Gordon and
J O H N B. M A R B L E , P r e s . ,
the Past Week.
friend of Wilton were in the woods
New York Office, 70 Wall St., New York City.
RANGELEY, MAINE.
At F l a g s t a f f .
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH.1
some distance above Sanders Mill sta
Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from
&
Rangeley
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tion
on
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hotel by boat. Great hunting. Moose and
deer seen daily.
road when they heard a rustling in the
Eustis has for several years been well
S. C. Du r r e l l , Flagstaff, Me.
woods a short distance away.
The known as the headquarters of freak
At Wilson’s Mil l s , Me .
noise resembled that made by a person j deer, or perhaps it is better to say that
Aziscohos House. $1.50 day. $7 to $10 week.
Licensed guides furnished. F r e d F l in t , Pr’r.
walking in the woods, and the gentle freak deer have made the territory ad
men paused till he should come into jacent to Eustis, and not many miles
Via Rangf. i e y .
the open. Imagine their surprise when from the village, their headquarters for
The Seven Ponds.
a pretty young deer walked out in plain years. How this has happened or what
view.
Both men were unarmed and it has been the cause of the existence of
AND
The Carrabassett House situated in tin- best was three miles to the station.
They
hunting region of western Maine, will be
kept open tor the accommodation of sports had never seen a wild deer before but an unusual number of animals, colored
men tliroughout'the hunting season. Thirty had heard that the animals con’d show differently from the general run, lacking
minutes from the house takes you into the
heart of the Deer and Moose country. Deer considerable speed, and shouted to colors or other characteristics of the
The little deer general run of deer, is not more than a
have been seen within a short distance from frighten the deer.
the hotel nearly every- day the entire sum showed no concern however and leis
mer. Moose are seen in this vicinity very j urely fed about, so Mr. Gordon decided matter of conjecture, still it is a matter
frequently. Birds never were more plenty
A R E S E C U R E D BY H U N T E R S IN
than this season. Tlie hotel is well heated to go back to the station and get a rifle, of record that more curiosities have
with all modern conveniences. You can j w hile bis friend watched the deer, tie been shot within a few miles of Eustis
hunt all day and have all the comforts of made quick time over the three miles
home at night. Just the place to leave the
village than in any other locality, if not
ladies. First-class livery connected to the distance, and as soon as bossibie re
house. Registered Guides Furnished. Send turned with a rifle which he borrowed more than in all the rest of the state
for catalogue and engage y’our rooms early'.
of Mr. Ira Russell, a section hand on combined.
D r . Geo . H. P a y n e , Proprietor,
the PhiHips & Rangeley railroad, Mr
Carrabassett, Me.
Mr. Elisha Lambert, well knowu to
These ponds are situated twenty-seven
|Russell accompanying him.
They sportsmen and guides as “ Lish,” the
miles from Rangeley and are reached by
More deer were killed in these regions in the open season of 1898 than in any
buekboard to Kennehugo lake, thence by
found the gentleman on guard hut a
steamer across the lake and again by buek
other portion of the state of equal area. GO
proprietor of the Shaw House, several
short
distance
from
the
original
posi
board to our camps at Bpaver Pond the cen
Via R a n g e l e y .
years
ago
began
collecting
these
curiosi
tion,
and
the
deer
lying
down
and
easily
tre of the Seven Ponds region.
Kennebago Lake House, on the shore of KenWhen they got the ties and having them mounted whole,
Via. SANDY R IV E R , P H IL L IP S & R A N G E L E Y ,
The new buekboard road is not new enough nebago lake. The best fly fishing in the shot the animal.
to be dangerous, and constant work upon it
deer down to the station, and were dis
is rapidly reducing the number of deaths re country every day in tlie year. High altitude. playing their prize, Joe Ellis who is in and in fact soon got together a regula”
F R A N K L IN & M E C A N T IC RAILROADS.
ported to us daily. From our Camps upon No hay fever. Pure water. Game in abun
! a
charge of the station recognized the menagerie, not all freaks to be sure,
Beaver pond.excellent trails afford easy a c dance.
R ich ardso n Bros ., Proprietors.
cess to a number of ponds where splendid
animal as the pet fawn of Shep Blair of but still all interesting. Mr. Lambert
Stage connections at Dead River Station for Stratton and Eustis; at Carraai
trout fishing is an unfailing certainty and
Redington, which had evidently got a sent some of his stuffed deer, white and
basset for Flagstaff and Lower Dead River and Eustis, connecting with all trains
the capture of an occasional fish quite a com 
On Moose look m eg untio l a k e .
oo
little too far away from “ Undo” 8 hep’s spotted, to the World’s fair at Chicago,
to and from Boston. Buckboards connect at Eustis for Tim Pond, Round Moun
mon occurrence. No expense has been spared Mooselookmeguntic House,
ice
in securing the grandest mountain and lake
tain Lake, Chain of Ponds, Megantic Preserve, King and B artlett; at Rangeley
It is understood that the where they attracted a great deal of at
situated in the h eart of the best fishing protection.
scenery for the exclusive use of our guests,
for Loon Lake, Kennebago, Seven Ponds and Megantic Preserve.
for which no charge is made. Trout rise district of the Rangeley lakes. The hotel is hunters are now in fear of “Uncle” tention, and did him good service in an
Maps and information about Hotels and Camps, Furnished on application to
freely to the rty during the entire season and 2,000 feet above sett level and hay fever is Shep’s wrath, but as the deer was some advertising way, so that he has since i
“tales” of 10-pounders are constantly heard
l distance from Redington, and the pre
•lapping in the guides’ quarters. Game of all guaranteed to lie absolutely unknown. caution of marking the deer to desig- found a ready market for well mounted
deer, particu’arly the freaky kind, and
kinds is so abundant as to b o a positive nui Address, from November until May, Theo
F. N. BEAL, Phillips, Me.
FLETCHER POPE, Redington, Me.
sance and the following may be hunted in L. P a g e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, Washington, ! nate it from other animals had not been has sold a good many.
the open season: Minges, Moose, Caribou.
taken
they
do
not
feel
responsible.
Supt.
S.
R.
R.
R.
Gen. Man’g ’ r. P. & R. R. R.
Then a few years ago he conceived
Catamounts, Bears, Deer, “ Draw-Poker,’ I>. C. After May 1. Haines’ Landing, Me.
Hedgehogs. “ Hearts,” House Flies. P art
the idea of building a merry-go-round,
G. M .VOSE, Kingfield, Me., Supt. F. & H. Ry.
ridges. Ducks, Drakes, “Seven up,” Weasles,
Deer are plenty in the vicinity ot with genuine deer as the mounts of the
E rsT is, Me .
Wardens ahd other small game.
Sanders Mill, and they are not at all riders, which he carried out, and
Tim Pond Camps
While Black flies and Mosquitoes are veryin tiie Dead River region. Trout rise to the
rare, tar ointment is served at every Tmeal fly every day in the season. Game plenty. wild. The other day some hunters came though he met with some hard luck, in
ami is deservedly popular.
An excellent ■2000 feet above the sea level. Send for circu  upon three deer in a little clearing and cluding a robbery and other discourag
table is kept, upon which more or less food is lar.
J u lia n K. V i l e s , Eustis, Me.
killed all the animals before they got ing incidents, he and his partner in the
served, most of which is consumed by our
into the woods.
Twenty-four shots scheme, have undoubtedly made a good which is very large for deer, stories of
guests without abusive language. Good beds '
a st are not unknown; while every luxury to be
were fired before the deer were killed.
thing out of it, and pocketed some coin.
At R a n g e l e y La k e s .
in any modern hotel, may be called
Though this took a good many deer, 600-pound bucks to the contrary not
rea* found
for. Anything that a third-class camp trying Bald Mountain Camps.
withstanding, These stories of large
Accommodations for forty people. The
to pass itself off as a comfortable well kept
Mr. Walter W. Howland of Phillips which by the way, were not hunted and
Tt one,
finds i' necessary to promise, we do. to famous Middle Grounds, are within a stone’s who is in the woods near the Totman killed in any unlawful method, but were deer read and sound very well, but Moose, Beer anti Bears Killed
Bd i any extent. We seek patronage from anyone throw of these cam ps; Shark Grounds, Stony
many of them purchased
who desires to visit the real backwoods and

DEER

MOOSE

The Rangeley Lakes or Dead River
Regions.

MOOSE ARE NUMEROUS.
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who is not afraid to take desperate chances.
Board and boats furnished at reasonable
rates. Guides furnished on application.
Parties wishing to visit litis place will please
write in advance so that we can have camps
in readiness. The railroads will sell excu r
sion tickets at reduced rates from Boston to
Rangeley.
Ask anyone about Beaver Pond Camps and
if they don’t speak well of its, then address
us direct for any desired information.
E d. Grant & Son, Beaver Pond, Me.
On P h il l ip s

Ra n g e l e y ii. R.

Redington House,

y *
m iff

>a#

One minute’s walk from station on P. & R.
R. II. The best of pond and stream fishing in
close proximity to house. Deer, fox, wood
cock or partridge shooting unexcelled any
where. Address
Mr s . w . H. Ha rriso n , Prop’r,
Redington, Maine.
Via Carrabassett sta tio n .
Ledge House and Cabins, Black Brook Camps.
Anyone wanting the best trout and pickerel
fishing of any place In Maine, come here.
If we cannot please and satisfy you all, we
make no charges. We w arrant and guaran
tee everyone all the fish they w ant the entire
season.
Harlow B ros ., Dead River, Me.
At J ackman.
Heald Pond Camps, Jackm an, Maine, Fred
Henderson, Proprietor. Fine lake and brook
nahing, not only in the spring but every day
during the entire season. “All the trout you
want to catch.”
Comfortable, separate
cabins with good spring beds. Excellent
table and beautiful location, 2700 feet above
the sea. Large and small game in abundance.
Send for circular.
w Miles fro m B in g h a m .

Lake Austin. Fishing, Hunting of the best.
New Camps, Boats, First-class.
C. M. J o n e s , Bingham, Me.
At Dead Riv e r Sta tio n .
Dead River House, Two or more shot s at deer

lg t<

guaranteed and good guides furnished. P a r t
ridges are plentiful and sportsmen always get
good bird shooting. Post Office Rangeley,
Maine.
Gus J o h n so n .

Via Bingham.

leal ® Carry Pond Camps.
nag®f’

If you want moose, deer and other smaller
game come to my camps. Guides furnished
if desired. Shot at game guaranteed. Tarfridges very plenty. Deer a t every point.
He n r y J . L a n e , Bingham, Me.

Near ( arrahmk.

they came upon
returned to camp and got two rifles and
brought down his deer easily. His comAt F l a g s t a f f
I
nnnirm was not j successful.
He shot
, . ..
W ing’s Hotel and Cabins. A good place to get I Panion was
Moose, Deer and Bear. Partridge and Duck one leg from the deer, but it got aw ay

shooting unsurpassed. Good stream fishing |
__________
nearby. Pickerel fishing best in Maine
They
are
telling
a story up
and
guides
furnished
on
appliBoats, canoes
cation.
A. P. W ing , Prop’r, Flagstaff, Me way about a hunter who shot
At P h i l l ip s .
PhiHips Hotel. The place for dinner.
F. S. V in in g , Prop’r, Phillips, Me

FOR SALE.
In one of the most picturesque villages oi
Maine, a modern home tn good repair, con
sisting of a one and a half story house with
broad piazza, thirty feet long, stable, con
taining two box and one single stall. Housi
and stable supplied with pure running water
Nice dry cellar under all the buildings,divided
under the bouse into vegetable and furnaci
cellars. Heated by furnace.
Orchard of pear and apple trees. Tta*tom the house
view of lake and mountains rr
Is unexcelled. Trout and salmon fishing
also hunting In its season. Is excellent. Situ
ated in a beautiful valley surrounded by
mountains and abounding In fine drives and
scenery unsurpassed in Maine, it is an ideal
location for a gentlemen wishing a sumrnei
home in the country and will be §old a t a
bargain. For further information, address
P. O. Box 73, Phillips, Me.

Rangeley
his game
on the first day of the week, but is still
looking for bis deer. Capt. Atwood
boiler inspector of Portland was mak
ing a trip down Rangeley lake one Sun
day recently and heard several shots
fired on the lake. Tt was late in the
afternoon and Capt. Atwood did not re
turn to Rangeley that night. The n e x t
morning he came up the lake early and
ran close in shore at the place where he
had heard the shots the night before.
lie saw two handsome deer suspended
from the limb of a tree, and it is
reported that the captain dines on ven
ison while the shooter is looking for
his game.

AT SAL HON LAKE.
Additional 5000 Young Fish
for This Body of Water.
[Special correspondence to the PH O N O G R A P H )

2 R a n g e l e x , Me ., November 0, 1899.
Last week Mr. Natt Ellis returned
Patent Water Tube for Yachts.
Also
from
Farmington with 5000 young
“ Acme” Launch Engines.
salmon which were placed in S alm o n
Send for Catalogue to
lake on the line of the Phillips A Ran
i geley railroad. The fish were from the
Monmouth hatchery.
Salmon lake is
6 Center S t., Rochester, N. Y.
destined to be a favorite body of water
for those who wish to angle for the
I gamy landlocked salmon.
These fish
W1LLIAH
COOPER, thrive well in this lake and the b u sin ess
men of Rangeley take great interest in
TAXIDERniST, Licensed.
I seeing that it receives the benefit of
, All work moth proof. Sportsmen wishing a number of young fish every year.
,! to
vlsll Maine,
Maine supplied witli
v ,.... Iall
B information
. . . . . . . ------------- ™ — .
,
- 1
to visit

BUCKLEY

|

Rochester Machine Tool Works,

as to G uides, Camps, etc. Inspection invited One hundred th o u san d young t l s h h a i e
of my work on Birds, Mammalsi and Fish, j been p]acecl jn th e lake during th e p a st
antFtittentTon6toG am e6Heads." Grea* » fc care j foUr y ears and it already sh ow s th e
|
Opposite the Depot, Milo, Me.
re su lt in th e im proved fishing.

more a few years ago than today, it did imagination of the excited and irresponnot require all the animals in the Dead ; sib]£ bmiter. I have found in a long
River region to supply the demand and varied experience, that it is best to,
which Mr. Lambert and his merry-go-: gee the big fellows weighed before getround had created, and there are still a f.jng ^00 (]eep into the aritlimetrical oalfew left.
dilations, that is, if one wishes to retain
This year the freak deer contingency a reputation for veracity.
lias been depleted to the extent of two
Mr. S. O. Tarbox and his son, S. O.
deer, both nearly all white, both shot Tarbox,
are in the Dead River
within a few days, one by Bernice, the region onJr.,
their annual hunting excur
before mentioned son of Mr. Lambert, sion. They
always bring down a couple
who acts in the capacity of clerk at the
Shaw House, when not hunting, fishing of deer each, and undoubtedly will not
or otherwise engaged and who is, go back of their reputation in this re
though still not much more than a boy, spect this year.
a reliable guide and a thorough, good
Bird shooting has been fairly good
fellow, and the other fell to the lot of this year, nothing more. The bears are
Mr. Payson Lisherness, another well- in the orchards occasionally, but not
known resident.
many have yet been shot up hero. They
The hunting season has been very do not appear to be as plentiful as in
good thus far all through the Dead many years, at least they do not come
River region, and the predictions that ! out into the open as much as they have
this will bo the best season ever known done some years.
for deer, seems to bid fair to prove true,
though the predictions in regard to
NOTES FROM BEM IS.
moose have thus far partially failed of
fulfillment. Caribou have dropped out
of the game entirely, firstly because the
new laws say so, and secondly, for fully The W ater Is Very Low In the
as important a reason there are none.
Bay.
That is there are none hereabouts,
though I believe one or two have been
|Special correspondence to the P honograph. |
reported as seen in some other sections
of the state. But they are not plentiful,
B em is , Me ., Nov. 7, 1899.
whatever the reason may be, that is
There are few of the sportsmen who
sure.
would
recognize Bemis bay, tlie water
E. W. Stone of Lynu, Mass.,
panied by his friend, Mr. Stephen Pratt, >s so extremely low. The sand bar runof Farmington, who have been here a ning from Bemis across to the birch
number of previous seasons, were here
, t on the southerly side of the hay is
again recently and had their usual luck, v
^ , ,,
.
„ , . t,0„ 4-„Qrnfi
which this year has been the luck of away out of the water, and o
about everybody else, and carried home have been driven across.
It Was dry
handsome deer.
They will be here footing till they were within a few rods
again next year if tLey are alive — so 0 f the Bemis shore in the original clianthey say.
nel Gf Bemis stream. Here they had to
Mr. Henry Doyen of Glenridge, N. Y., ' swim,
shot a few days ago a deer which is beq’be trout are now on their spawning
lieved to be tlie largest killed in the j beds in large numbers and anyone who
Dead River region this year. The ani- i thinks there are no large trout in the
mal was of course a buck and a beauty, ! ]a]<e WOuld do well to follow up the
and weighed better than 300 pounds, I stream to the hatchery.

_

Moose anil Two Bucks Secured
by Hunter In Three Days.
[Special correspondence to the P h on ograph .]
C a b k a t u n k , M e ., N ov. 6, 1899.

Oct. 15th, I went into Moxy pond on
a moose hunt with W. J. Bodwell, Chas,
A. Bodwell and Lord Wilcock of San
ford, Me. They killed two bull moose
and wounded another very large one.
They also killed five deer. All this in
less than ten days! Does this look as
though the moose were all killed in
Maine?
Friday, Oct. 27th, I went into my
camp on Squarctown with R. P. Jarman
of Brooklyn. Saturday, Oct. 28th, he
killed two bucks.
One dressed 180
pounds, the other 270 pounds. Monday,
Oct. 30th, he killed a very large moose
which dressed 8C0 pounds.
All were
killed within two miles of camp. On
these two trips we saw twenty moose.
Of this number eight were bulls, the
others were cows and calves.
We
started on these hunts thirty moose in
all. We actually saw more moose than
deer, but we were moose hunting not
deer hunting.
Moose never were so numerous in this
section of the county as at present.
A large number of deer have been
killed here this year so far, and we ex
pect better luck when the snow comes.
Two hears were killed at Otter pond a
few days ago.
Geo . C. J o n e s , Registered Guide. J

Partridge Didn’t Drop,
Last Monday the engineer on Bo-Peep,
Mr. Dana Aldrich, found’ a dead par
tridge near the railroad track and think
ing that he would have some fun with
some of the boys tied the bird up in a
tree near the track. When the freight
went up the next morning the fireman
saw the bird and got out his shotgun
and blazed away hut failed to bring
down his game. When he was told of
tlie fake—well, he took a large chew of
“autumn.”

P H ILLIPS

BOSTON LETTER.

LADIES GET DEER.

PHONOGRAPH.

FISH TIED TO BOOTS.

Parties Returning From Kenne- Success Attends the Visitors to Novel Method of Bringing String
of Fish to Shore.
Maine Woods.
bago With Game.

1899

NOVEMBER

j!

Supt. Barrett Has 575,000 Trout Hunters Returning With Game Hunters Iu Woods at Norcross
Secured.
Spawn at Hatchery.
Get Game.
^
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph.]

O rien tal

Shot Shells Loaded to Order.

$

Du F o n t ’s

% P o w d er H ills, H

Guides of Rangeley Still Hunting
For Young Knight.

B o sto n , M a s s .,

Nov. G, 1899.

[Special correspondence to the P hon og raph ]

N o r c r o ss , M e ., N ov. 6, 1899.

PORTLAND, M AINE.
MANUFACTURERS

SUPP

S P O R T S M E N ’S

S P O R T S M E N ’S

Gunpov

^

AND

of

^ Smokeless anS . . . .
H High Grade S p itin g Powder. %

S m o k e le s s

Greater success than ever before has
The boat men were glad to see the
attended tbe Boston parties who have
rain
of last week, hoping it would
been in the Maine woods this season.
R a n g e l e y , M e ., N ov. 7, 1899.
Many have returned with game, a large raise the lake. The water has come up
Have your shells loaded with ^
Cortlandt Goodwin of New York,
Oriental Pow der.
number are still in tlie Maine woods, i a little, but not enough to make steamwith Guide Reuben Wilbur, came out.
It has no superior. For Sale by
For Shot Guus and Rifles
and still parties are being organized who boating a pleasure.
PHILLIPS HARDWARE CO., Phil- ^
from Kennebago November 3, where
lips,
Me., and dealers generally.
The
game
sent
from
this
station
has
will try the first snows.
they have been hunting deer the past
For sale by
Mr. Harry L. Marshall of 4G Chester St., been fair in amount and included three
few days. They bad a seven-point buck
Cambridge, spent two weeks in October
Wilt
Corson,
with them, which Mr. Goodwin takes
in Maine, bringing back with him a fine j Messrs. Chas. E. Clark of Andover,
home with him as a trophy.
He re
deer as the result of his trip. Mr. C. A. Mass., and Ernest Machado of Salem
E. I. DUPONT de NEMOURS & CO., Wilmington, Delaware
ports seeing four nice bucks besides tbe
Knight, also of Cambridge, was hunting 1have been in camp for two weeks, with
one killed. Mr. Goodwin is fond of
at Camden and Lineoluville in Maine for Guy Haynes and Albert McPheters as Mammoth Buck Surprised Bird
hunting and woods life and is a capital
a month, getting a beautiful deer which guides.
They hunted around the
shot, but when it conies to sacking
Hunters at Clark’s Pond.
he is having mounted whole in Bangor. Debseconeag and West Branch and were
“ S m o keless” “ Acm a” “ Trap ’ ’ “ Prim rose Club” “ N itro” “ High q
dead deer strung on a pole through the
‘New C lu b.”
Mr. N. J . Hardy, caterer, Arlington, satisfied to take away with them two
woods, he begs to be excused in the
is now enjoying his second hunting trip, good deer apiece.
One of the heads Partridge Flew Into East Fran k
Fitted w ith the Celebrated U. M. C. Primer;
future.
spending ten days near the Megantic goes to Crosby. Though these gentle
The last of the Wilbur or Salade party
A
re
an
absolute n ecessity to Sportsm en in out of the w ay localities
lin Residence.
Club’s preserve in northern Maine. Mr. men have been in this section before to
loaded shells cannot be obtained and to those who h ve a
came out a few days ago.
They were
tisli,
this
is
their
first
hunting
trip
to
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C
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Hardy’s first trip was to Quebec.
preference for their own p articu lar load.
camping at No. 2. at the foot of Kenne
this
region.
Mr. Frank McDonald, of the firm of
C a l a i s , Me ., Nov. G, 1899.
bago lake. There were in the party E. Alex McDonald & son, of Mt. Auburn,
To take the places of these sportsmen
Section men on the Washington
P. Wilbur and wife of South Balde- accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
herne, Fa., Dr. L. A. Salade of Phila Williams of Cambridge, are expected to j Mr. Henry Richardson and Mr. Willard County railroad report the abundance
Carpenter
of
Attleboro
Falls
came
in
delphia, and Miss Fuller of Catasanqua, return this week from a moose hunting !
Pa. The party got in all eight deer, trip of two weeks in Maine. They made |last week. With these same well-known of deer along the line of the railroad.
aud successful guides they are sure to Partridges are plenty also in Washing
Mr. Wilbur shooting the prize buck, their headquarters at Masardis.
Tne . take out a good amount of game.
ton county.
one with eight points.
success of the party lias not been
Messrs. Paul Bertha and Frederick C.
Each of the ladies shot a deer by still learned.
Shooting deer from the cab window's
Church of Lowell each took a deer out,
hunting, Mrs. Wilbur shooting hers
Mr. Mason Gray and liis party of j after a short stay at John Hale’s camp of tbe engines on the Washington
W rite for Price List and Descriptive fla tte r.
dead before the guide had seen it. She
County railroad is the novel method of
used a 45-90 Winchester and traveled Cambridge went into the Dead River J on Milliuocket lake.
ahead in the woods, seemingly with as 1region for game last Saturday.
Mr. D. T. Abercrombie of Newark hunting lately reported.
One of tbe happy parties to pass j! and Mr. R. M. Ireland of Boston, who
much skill of woodcraft as a natural
Mrs. Headly Y. Cooper has returned
through Boston, returning homeward have been under canvass near the
W inners of Handicap 1893,-94-95-97-98-99woods wo man.
WO
to her home in St. John, after spending
consisted
of
Capt.
Joseph
M.
Burdick,
I Sourdnaliunk, went out with their
Harry Quimby is said to be the
313
Broadway,
New'
York.
Bridgeport,
(J
the
beautiful
month
of.October
by
the
H.
R.
Woodward,
II.
F.
Palmer,
and
A.
game last week.
Each had a good
luckiest bare ground hunter in the
lowan
place. He was Dr. Salade’s guide and W. Hildebran of Norwich, Conn., F. A. moose head aud Mr. Abercrombie had lakes on the line of the Sunrise route.
Marriott
of
North
Grosvenordale
and
C.
T h o s e w h o An&;le w i t h
a good deer.
seldom a day passed that the doctor did
Summer
visitors,
who
have
been
The party
not see deer. Others may call it luck A. Truesdale of Dayville.
Mr. Eugene Smith and his daughter, spending the summer by the lakes, are
or anything else they please, and Harry camped fifteen days at Otto pond and Miss Lydia Smith, aud Miss Mina Miller
while
on
their
trip
succeeded
in
captur
all returning to their homes. A large Are sure of the best thing for Haine W aters.
of course has the same privilege and un
FACTORY ESTABLISHED IN 1 GR
of Oldtown started for Jo Mary for a
number of western people have been
doubtedly thinks there is a certain ing 11 deer, two black bears and plenty few days, Saturday.
C.
E
.
W
H
E
E
L E R , F a r m I nekton., holes
of
smaller
game.
Tlie
larger
bear
was
Price
List
Sent
Free.
amount of judgment about it.
Mr. A. F. Townsend, with his guide, spending the summer by the lakes of
shot by Mr. Truesdale when it was with
New Idea mpVTfTl Com bining
C a m p C o o k Ri1
in 12 feet of him. It was an exciting |Chas. T. Powers, is making ready for a tbe Sunrise route.
Eugene and Aaron Soule have re experience and Mr. Truesdale showed month’s cruise up in the land of lakes
Folds, W eight 3 Ibs.J”
in a
Extrem e
Mr. J . J . Hai liman of Boston, Mass.,
turned from a hunting trip with Albert nerve in making the capture. The paws |aud big game. He has been to this secCirculars.
Lightness,
Handiness,
Adaptibility
who
has
been
on.a
gunning
trip
in
the
and Harold Ellsworth of New York, of the bear were eight inches in length |tion for several seasons and has been a
Open
Canoe
Mast-Step
and
Shoe,
$1.00.
vicinity
of
Meddybemps,
shot
a
bandthrough the country north of Ashland. and four and one-half wide and its very successful hunter. He is hoping
They stopped at Machias lake, Pratt weight was something over 300 pounds. to get another good moose this fall. some deer last week, and has returned
E. H . C E R R I S
lake and Barker’s pond. They reported About 90 deer and a cow moose were The headquarters will be at Milliuocket home with his prize.
moose very abundant. In an interview seen during their stay in Maine.
The lake. From here he will branch out.
Origi n a to r and M an’l ’r of
An
abundance
of
large
aud
small
with the guides they said they had weather was cool during the first week and take his outing wherever fancy
never seen deer tracks more abundant and the best bunting was then enjoyed. directs.
game is running wild iu the vicinity of
around the water than were moose During tbe warmer weather which fol
CANVAS CANOES
Mr Townsend tells of a fisherman he West Franklin at tbe present time. All
tracks there. The trees were peeled by lowed the game captured spoiled and learaed
of
the
hunters
who
have
been
out
say
of
who
waded
out
into
a
lake
the animals far and near, l>ut the most the hunters were unable to bring home aud fished. He forgot to take liis laud
and R o w Boats.
that the woods are full of deer and parof them were cows and calves. Several their spoils. Each member of the party
ing
net
and
when
the
first
fish
pulled
at
tridges.
James
M.
Clark,
a
well-known
good sized bulls were seen, though none secured one or n ore deer.
Exchange S t ., Bangor, S t.
It would
latchstring he had to play him till local hunter, while out partridge hunt
H a n d M a d e fdene
killed. It being very late for calling have been possible to have shot the cow , the
ue was well tuckered before he dared ing one day this week after bagging all
T r o u t a n d jia to r i
little was to be expected from that moose, as it came near Capt. Burdick,
M
O
R
R
I
S
C
A
N
V
A
S
C
A
N
O
E
S
.
bring him up. Then passing a etring the birds lie wanted started three deer
source, though they tried it and re who was accompanied by liis guide.
S a l m o n Frhe v
through tlie fish’s gills he tied the trout, near the Washington County railroad
ceived answers on several occasions.
which
weighed
nearly
2
pounds,
to
his
Mr.
George
M.
Jefts
of
Boston,
wlio
track,
and
Ira
McGown
and
Gene
Good
Another party stopping near them suc
ceeded in calling out a bull and missing is now sojourning at Alva, Florida, has bootstrap. The fishing continued and win came near being trampled under Send lor Ulus, catalogue. B. N. MORRIS, Veazie, Me.
him, which confirms the belief that the following tribute paid to his abilities others were tied in the same manner. foot by a mammoth buck, which sur
moose can occasionally be called late in as a hunter iu a Florida paper: ‘-When About the time the angler was ready to prised them on the shore of Clark’s
With pond while they were busily engaged,
Messrs. Jefts and Hope started out leave another man came along.
October.
from Alva last Friday on a hunt, the the unwilling fish following he started watching a liock of biuls in the water.
I am again tying flies on Lake f learn.
The newcomer, not
last thing they thought of meeting was for the shore.
Steamboat w harf and less than five A pa
Hunting for the lost man occupies all a panther, for these animals are very knowing how he kept the fish, saw the Several woodsmen, who are cutting
birch
near
the
old
Clark
place,
have
walk from Rangeley L ake House. I iday
tbe time of the would-be deer hunters scarce anywhere along the valley of the commotion in the water and shouted,
glad to see all of m y old patrons ant ;h t d
of this place and parties are going and Caloosahatcliee. On their way in search “For goodness sake hurry in here. seen several deer iu that vicinity lately.
C
arl
Williams,
a
local
sportsman
of
new ones. You will find a good stock ads.
coming every day. Those who would of game they were joined by Mr. Mc There’s a whole school of lish chasing
and leaders.
Mr s . L . D. J acoi Sny<
kill two birds with one stone take a’ong Daniel, and with a couple of dogs they you.” But the fish that were tied to Franklin, shot a large wild-cat this
week
near
the
railroad
and
many
signs
Rangeley, * t t , J
their rifles.
One day last week tlie started out for any game the cogs might his boot strap came right along with
of
bears
have
been
seen
by
woodsmen
in
. M.
w-riter who was of a searching party discover.
Arriving at the Still Ham him.
the
nearby
forest.
lie, «
The only perf-ct . *11 trunfc*
heard a whole volley —shots too numer mock, which is very dense, the dogs
Messrs.
L.
S.
Hammond
of
West
Kv.-ry
way
su|—
rl<>r
uid W J sn •title
A partridge flew through a window
ous to be counted. Later in tbe day struck tlie trail of some animal, the
tin.i tie tw l ..1.1 .
ledd
coming upon a party of guides who hunters thinking it was a turkey trail. Charleston, James Cowau of Glenburn, into the home of William Welch at
grades ami •tto.-afor
Dr.
W.
H.
Fain
ham
of
Buckport,
S.
on ted in t-.'.gl mi (
were marching b line, he learned from The party followed the dogs into the
East Franklin one day this week, break
Mr.
Ht it-*. W . n.nlo l
Dam
in
and
Joseph
E.
Friend
of
Etna
one who had no rifle that a deer had run swamp and came up with one of them
ing a large square of glass. Mr. Welch
lied
THE
NEW
JEPART
TfiUNk
came
here
Satur
lay
en
route
for
the
the whole length of their line and es baying at the foot of a tree.
a:
' IV
Through haunts of the big game. They strike captured the bird and carried it of out
Summer
i
t
.
.
Boa
J 1
caped without a scratch.
the dense foliage Jefts could see an first lor tlie bead of tbe Pemadumcook doors iu his hands, but it seemed in no
Mesi
An
animal up in a tree that lie took for a lake and from there will go into tlie hurry to depart and perched itself on Mr.
Welch’s hand before taking flight.
Superintendent Chas. Barrett has red fox. Hope also saw the animal and woods after moose.
n trr
The moose will After flying away but a shoit distance it
taken 575,000 trout spawn and trans took aim and fired. Out from the tree have to take up for these gentlemen
Send tor catalo g u e.
Sotll
ferred them to our hatchery.
He has came a big animal, snarling and grow  have been un into this country for sev came back and was caught again and
St w
placed
in
an
apple
tree
aud
soon
after
27 salmon in captivity and is waiting for ing at a great rate. No sooner liad it eral years and know' it and the haunts
more, intending to take as many salmon struck the ground than Hope cried out of the big game thoroughly. They be departed to a growth of trees iu the
Wood and Bamboo ffltho
spawn as possible this fall.
to look out,, it was a panther. The ani gan to come two , years before tbe rail pasture.
|m ad e'to ord er and repaired.
Mr. J . Brown of Boston, who has been
mal was evidently wounded, but made road was put through and nearly all of
('all and see my special Rangeley ad
MERSHON & MORLEY,
J Rod and Split Bamboo.
J
Mr. V. F. Prentice of Worcester, off through the swamp, fol.owed by the the party have been every year since. on a hunting trip near Deblois camp,
1 have added Picture Fram es to my M
Mass., is in town stopping with liis dogs, who soon ran the big game up Every spring they are on the ground to near the town of Clierryfield, shot a S a g i n a w ,
M i c h i g a n . and solicit work In this line.
guide, Bert Herrick. He expects to do another tree. Up came the hunters play the sportive trout, and they say deer last week. It weighed about 175 1
E. T. H O A R
again, this time taking no chances. there are lots of them. Their pond, the pounds.
some deer hunting in the near future.
m V CFf try, •
.
E. S. T W A D D L E ,
Jefts took aim with his Winchester at one they visit every year, is a specially
Mayor Tarbox of Calais saw a bull
BOATS AND CANOES, W ELD , "I AIN E
the
panther’s
head
giving
him
a
mortal
moose,
cow
and
calf
on
the
Red
Beach
~esu
favored one and is fished but very little
The hunt for young Knight at Bemis
goes on with increasing interest.
The wound in the neck, the others followed by others. After satisfying themselves road one day this week.
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n
a
p
s
a
c
k
*
fo
r
SportA
special trains on Sunday brought in with shots that also took effect in the with moose they will come down to the
Dr. S. M. Inman, accompanied by a
over 5°0 men who were spread out animal, who was now done for, but tlie burnt land aud take their pick of the party of Rhode Island sportsmen, Dr. E.
an d
G u id es.
WELD, HAINE.
body
had
lodged
in
tbe
fork
of
tlie
tree.
; deer. They have had a mortgage on V. Granger, F. H. Wood, Harrisville; W. B u ild er of FIN E C E D A R B O A T S .
and marched over a large section of
Snowslioes m ad e to o rd er and
Nothing
daunted
Jefts
climbed
the
tree
country.
tlie deev of this tract for a number of L. Brown, Mapleville; Joseph Whittaker
rep aired . B oots and shoes
C3r“VVrlte for price list and d escrip tiv e Guns
against the warnings of his companions, years and they come up and collect the and James II. Crossely, Pawtucket, catalogue.
H arness rep aired .
Chairs
rep air
bottom ed. Also h arn ess supplies.
but the animal was beyond power to do I interest annually.
with Cherry field’s well-known guide,
w
.
K.
T
w
o
m
b
l
v
,
Rangeley
harm,and he soon liad him from the tree
G LID E CAUGHT R A B B IT S.
One of the essentials for sportsmen is Lincoln Haycock, returned from tlie
CIGARS.
to the ground. The panther measured 7
made here by Mr. R. F. Cross—it’s Allan Pond sporting camp, after au en CIGARS—Will send trial box of tw enty-five
feet, 10 inches in length.”
H u n t e rs R e t u r n , a ten cent eikiar, ior 81 0 0
All Sportsmen consider that
moccasins. A great many are taken by joyable hunting trip, this week.
Then Tied Them to a Tree Till
any address by mall post-paid.
A great canoeing trip was that taken the lumbermen and by the sportsmen
It is a poor sportsman who can’t get to
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,
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x
174,
Mo
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s
Conn
by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Stone of Bos going into camp and by the guides. a deer in the vicinity of Washington
Morning.
ton. They intended a trip down the
A gentleman, who has emplojed Sid West Branch, but owing to tbe low Large shipments are made to Boston counfy this season. Three were shot
and New York.
He usually puts out the other morning in Thomas Fairfield’s
MORE DEER THAN IN ’98.
Ii
Harden of Madrid to guide him on hunt ' water, changed their course toward the , from
Is tlie best remedy for SunbulL
five thousand to six thousand field at Baring, within two hundred
They left Kineo with guides pairs but expects to make more this yards of the house.
ing and fishing trips, says that Sid ! St. John.
C hilblain s, Ivy Poison, Eczeitt-^u
Seven men v are usually kept
ca?-ries with him the greatest outfit he I Oct 15, going to the Northeast (. arry year.
Dr. Franklin Eaton of Providence re Hunters at Carry Pond G ettin g
|and down the West Branch as far as busy.
B lackheads, Pim ples and w io
ever saw. On one trip they spent a I Telos. Here they perceived that the
turned Monday evening from a two
Game.
Messrs. Mooney and Higgins who run weeks’ hunting trip iu the vicinity of
Scalp D iseases, hives, blisterlia
night at Beaver pond beyond Long i water was becoming scarce in tlie river
the steamboat told the P h o n o g r a p h Grand lake. lie brought out two large
[Special Correspondence to the P h o n o g r a p h . I
pond and after their camp was in readi i so they turned and struck into the man
burns and all insect bites, dEou
that the travel up the lake has buck deer aud au abundance of small
From the j
wli
C a r r y P o n d , Me ., N ov . 7, 1899
ness, Sid drew forth a small trap, which mouth of the Allegash.
lightfully soothing after a shai
mouth of the Allegash to the St. John ! been first-class the past week. These game.
tlie
lie proceeded to set a short distance river is 205 miles of very swift water and j gentlemen are very obliging and deserve
The hunting is batter this season than
George Ross, game warden, was iu
Ask your druggist for a bottk^ho
from camp. He had hardly returned to beautiful scenery. Tlie journey w as 1 well their popularity.
Calais the first part of the week and ever before at Carry Pond camps. More
MANUFACTURED ONI.T BY l i
camp before lie heard a rabbit in the made quickly, they running all of tlie ' The game shipped from this station left Tuesday for a trip through the deer were killed iu October than all the NATT
E L L IS .
- , R a n g e le jl ^
rapids, including what is known as the past week was brought in by tbe western part of Washington county.
trap.
season last year.
” Uhase Carry,” and reached the waters following:
A
party
of
New
York
sportsmen,
—•an'
Sid took the animal from the trap and of the St. John three days after leaving A E Neally, Bangor, two deer; E A Smith,
E. II. Hamblin of Springfield, Mass.,
Howard Crocker, Tony Pierce, George
a tin
from his pack produced some string Telos. They saw 47 deer and seven Bangor,-one d eer; A \V Bartholemew and R s Pierce and Frank Tucker, were in was in camp a few days and got two
Harden, Boston, one deer each ; I) T A ber
FOR
SALE
CHFAP.
and tied it to a tree nearby. Very soon moose along tlie Allegash.
crombie, Newark, one deer and one moose Calais Monday on their way to Grand fine deer which he took home.
R. y . d lH o n 42'n ° r8e I \ !iT ,e r b o ll,'r l» flrat-oh tJ
Mr. Stone shot a fine buck at Long head; R M Ireland, Boston, one moose head; lake on a hunting trip.
lie got another rabbit, which he tied to
i ' E I 120 »"• »*•>«»■ * " » « » !
G M Barrows, Newport, Mrs J Swasson, OldHam was his guide. F. B. Mails, A. E.
lake
and
tried
for
a
moose,
but
failed.
town,
one
fleer
each
;
()
W
Sargent,
Bangor,
Another silver gray fox was shot near
the tree in the same manner as the first.
A ddress, PHONoGH M-h oil
Trask and F. L. Woodcock have re
In tlie afternoon John Hagar, the guide, two deer, one moose; Eugene Smart, Dover, Machias the first of the week.
These
He continued to catch a rabbit and tie called three moose quite near and Mr. one d eer; Fred A Mason and Mr Mars!on,
turned
home
after
a
week
in
camp.
animals
are
quite
thick
throughout
the
W orcester, each two deer; Dr W L Monroe,
it up at intervals of about ten minutes Stone levelled liis Winchester at the Providence,
J . WALDO NASH, NORWAY, MAI
two deer; Dr Thomas J Smith, eastern part of Washington coirnty.
They took home five deer with them, i
largest, but lie under shot and all three Valley Falls, R I, Drs P H and J W Keife,
until be ’ :ime.
one
a
very
large
buck
which
would
t a x id e r m is t .
Forty-two
deei
and
three
bears
was
Providence, each two deer; Sewall Smith,
jd Salm
~
T rout wid
on F a in tin g on Birch
Tfi
leman says Sid is a great escaped. At Square lake in the evening Gloucester, Everett llirch, Oldtown, two deer the amount of game shipped from weigh about 250 pounds.
It had a line and
Bird’s-E
■Kyp-Ma
-1 do worl
John saw a moose in the water and tak each ; Ovil Heald, John Gordon, Oldtown, M Princeton station on the line of the Sun set of autlers with five prongs.
M aple- tm
panels.
every d escription in the h igh est stf
hand for a lire when in camp and always ing liis bull’s eye lantern, called him
th e a rt.
rise
route
last
week.
lias a good supply of wood at nightfall, near the shore. Mr. Stone missed the
F. A. Duley of Wilton is iu camp for
ol
a few weeks’ hunting.
No one has
and no matter if the night is not cold, moose again.
bunted for moose here yet as the
land, one deer; J E White, Edgartown, one
E. F. Clark of Winter Hill, Mass , deer;
as soon as the stick on the fire ceases to
W
H
£
N
IN
B
O
ST
O
N
,
S
T
O
P
A
T
G W Kirbon, Lawrence, two deer; Paul
Salmon
For
Chain
of
Ponds.
weather has been very warm.
St
crackle, Sid is awake and the fire is who came from a hunting trip Thursday Butler, F C Church, Lowell, one deer e a c h ;.!
night, said that, barring one incident, Miller, Springvale, two deer; G A Ferris,
Last Thursday afternoon Mr. L. Dana
A new set of camps have been built at
replenished and the heat is kept evenly lie had a fine time for the whole trip. Stamford. J H Curran, Bangor, one d eer; C
Bangor, two d eer; P L Monroe, Chapman of Boston, secretary of the Carry Pond for fall use. They arc s it
through the night.
That one incident was the loss of a fine Lintott,
Providence, one deer.
Megantic Fish and Game corporation, uated just north of the clearing in the
bear. He was hunting in the woods
and
Mr. Robert Phillips of Stratton, woods out of the wind, which makes it
when
be
came
upon
an
old
bear
and
her
l)eer at Berry Mills.
comfortable for the November hunters
cub. After getting the cub to a plaie
superintendent
of the Megantic club’s
Big Hear at Pleasant Island.
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH.]
of safety, the mother bear showed fight.
H anover Rt., near Boollay Sq.
preserve were in Phillips with 5000
[Special Correspondence to the PHONOGR A PH . |
Mr. Clark liad never killed a bear and,
C a r t h a g e , M e ., N ov. 7, 1899.
Mr. IV. W. King of the Norfolk &
young salmon from the Auburn hatchery.
Vh0 ,l l r e° botalx to Union StatUl
supposing that tlie heart was the most H a i n e s L a n d in g , Me ., N ov. 7, 1899.
utoamers, business and amusement centres.!
Southern railroad, Norfolk, Va., has re'). C. Brown of Berry Mills shot a vulnerable place to shoot at, triod for it
The fish were taken direct to Chain of cently been on a most enjoyable hunting
L A R O R 8 T R O O M S In the city for lit
Pete Lufkin, at Billy Soule’s a short
L i deer Thursday.
price (*1 .0 0 p er •lay
__ ami upward). Strain h<
instead of the neck. The ball from liis
Ponds, where they were placed, a special trip in northern Maine and the Province
Two deer came into D. W. Berry’s rifle while undoubtedly inflicting a fatal time ago, caught a very large bear.
*W OKi<hnr.ICi
ln eveTy room In the hoS
It
of
Quebec.
Mr.
King
was
most
successh
■*"” iifvn ■P*," t o n the hom e, i(iril
train
on
the
Phillips
&
Rangeley
rail
field last Sunday only a few rods from wound, failed to produce instantaneous |was not weighed but it took four men
fc u< r at
ni T,?,r
.H ,n2dor"
improvement und conn
loncci
moderate
pricea.
rul
too,
getting
a
fine,
large
moose
on
•his ■’ “ lie says that if it had not death, and tlie bear escaped into a dense to bring out the meat and hide, and was road connecting with the afternoon
Baker
stream,
Oct.
23.
The
weather
The tpecUl tn J
t
J Sunday law he would have underbrush and swamp. The cub also extremely fat.
It was estimated as train into Phillips on the Sandy River was fine which added greatly to
,abled’hot«
tlie
h.
nis >u for dinner.
railroad.
weighing 350 pounds.
got away.
pleasure of the trip.
^Special correspondence to the P H O N O G R A P H
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TRAMP IN A BEAR PIT.

Fiver Visitors Bringing
Mrs. L. T. Carleton returned to WinExcitement reigned supreme at the throp this week for the winter, after a
Down Game.
Philadelphia zoological gardens one night very successful surgical operation at the
recently when one of the keepers was

[Special correspondence of the PHONOGRAPH.]

I f so you w i l l s a v e y o u r s e l f l o t s c>f t r o u b l e a n d d i s a p 
p o i n t m e n t by s e e i n g t h a t y o u r s h e l l s a r e l o aded
w i t h a q uick and hard h i ttin g p o w d e r an d one w h ic h
c a n a l w a y s be d e p e n d e d u p o n .
W e believe th a t our S H O T G U N S M O K E L E S S a n s w e r s
th e s e r e q u ir e m e n ts and w e are c o n f i d e n t t h a t a trial
w i l l c o n v i n c e a n y s p o r t s m a n t h a t it is s u p e r i o r t o
any o th e r p o w d e r on the m a r k e t.
T h i s p o w d e r g i v e s a very h i g h v e l o c i t y w i t h a c l o s e a n d
r e g u l a r p a t t e r n . I t is a b s o l u t e l y w a t e r p r o o f a n d is
n o t a f f e c t e d by h e a t or c o l d , by d r y n e s s or d a m p 
ness.
For quail s h o o tin g w e r e c o m m e n d a c h a r g e o f 3 5
grain s; for p a rtrid g es , 3 7 g ra in s; for d u c k s , 4 0
g r a i n s , a n d f o r g e e s e , 4 2 g r a i n s . Loa d in “ A c m e ”
“ L e a d e r ” , “ H i g h B a s e ” or “ R e p e a t e r ” s h e l l s a n d
u s e c o m m o n b l a c k e d g e w a d d i n g . C a n w e s e n d you
a c a t a l o g u e d e s c r i b i n g o u r s m o k e l e s s r ifl e p o w d e r s .

IAFLIN & RIND POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

DEER AT LEXINGTON.

PARTIES IN THE WOODS.

Allowance of Venison Brought Young Lady Hunter Brings Down Game Brought Out of the Woods
Her Game There.
Down With One.
at Millinocket.
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH.!
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Wholesale terror is filling the hearts
of all violators of the game laws. They
suspect that every new face is being
carried by some detective employed by
tueganie officials, and such a face is the
cause of a mighty silence on the part of
those whose deeds will not bear to be
brought out
A man j rominent in
hunting circles told the writer but a
short time ago, a warden must be in the
woods and do;ng business to stop the
slaughter of the game, or he must be on
the track of the offenders. A landscape
gardener is not apt to ferret out many
violators of the game laws.
The wardens are on the war path and
have shed blood. Charles Lougee was
in court and settled for his fun in kill
ing a spike horn at Chesuncook, and
Warden Pollard airested Fred Hamlin
for killing a cow moose on Russell
stream.
A party of nine came down the lake
Friday from Camp Caribou, bringing
eight deer. In the lot were three good
heads. The party was composed of F.
S. Snyder, Everett, Mass.; H. S. Mudgett, J. F. Baines, Geo. T. Barnes and
W. M. Wyman of Intervale, N. H ; C. E.
Gale, Jackson, N. H.; W. M. Pitman,
Bartlett; G. R. Kearsarge and J . Z.
Shedd of North Conway.
Mr. Walter Oakman of West Corinth,
killed his two deer with one shot one
day last week at Roach river.
Messrs. John Booth, A. G. Hazard, J.
H. Andrews and Charles D. Wood of
Central Falls, R. I., members of the
Booth party, went out from Eagle lake
last week. Their game was shipped
from Greenville through a mistake
without them, and was seized at Ban
gor. When they found that the game
had been shipped, they hastened to
Bangor and claimed their prizes.

Me , Nov. 4, 1899.
Two sons of George Pinkham shot a
nice buck deer Wednesday night on
their intervale but a short distance from
their house. It was almost dark. Both
fired at once and the bullets went
through near the fore shoulder, about
three inches apart. The deer was very
fat and weighed 260 pounds.
Miss Strickland, an adopted daughter
of J H. Green, shot a fine deer near the
house a few days ago.
W. W. Dexter sent so ne bullets after
two deer which were running past his
house, but failed to stop them.
M. M. Luce expects to get a moose, as
there have been two or three near Ids
ranch most all the latter part of the
summer and fall.
Sportsmen are having fine times at
the East Carry pond.
Maurice Lane
recently shot a deer at that place.
L e x in g t o n ,

L iv e Y

W re ck

an k ee.

t h e T e l e g r a p h L in e s
tlie M ain e W o o d s.

Up In

Telegraph wires, whether strung on
poles or laid along the bottom of the sea,
are harmless, inoffensive things and by
no means attractive in appearance. Yet
they have numerous enemies, in the ani
mal world as well as in the vegetable
world. A newly erected line which runs
through the forests of Aroostook, in
northern Maine, has been damaged by
black bears, which persist in climbing
the poles and breaking off the porcelain
cups or insulators that support the wires.
What singular fancy bruin has taken for

NO TRACE OF KNIGHT.
Search

Has Been Kept
Through the Week.

Ip

Although the search for young Rich
ard Knight has been kept up faithfully
for the past week there has been not the
slightest trace found of the missing
young man. The search has been made
principally in the big territory adjacent
to the Rangeley trail on which young
Knight was seen that Tuesday after
noon.
It is thought by some that the young
man may have travelled through the
valley that leads to the Four Ponds re
gion, and that in the dense forests of
that vicinity he will eventually be
found. An old and experienced guide,
who has lived a great part of his life in
the Maine woods, gives it as his opinion
that Richard Knight travelled until ex
hausted and at last discouraged and too
weary to go farther, lay down to die,
and he thinks the body will be found in
the woods not far fr?m Four Ponds.

THE BULLET BETTIKNED.
30-30 Passed Through Deer and
Back Again.
A hunter who used a 30-30 Winchester
on a recent deer hunting trip is asking
an explanation from fellow sportsmen
of the peculiar action of the bullet with
which he killed his deer.
The bullet
struck the deer in the side and went
completely through the animal to the
opposite side and then returned and
came out of the side on which it en
tered.

[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH]
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Millinocket can turn out big game as
well now as she later can turn out the
paper to put the game stories on. The
parties in this vicinity are filling the
woods with the rifle reports. Consider
able game has been shipped and more
will go out later.
A large party from Ohio have spread
themselves out over choice portions of
the territory and have beeu success
ful thus far. Reuben Saylor and George
Friar of Dayton, Ohio, went into Sandy
stream last week. One deer they shot
in the camp yard.
Another group of the same party are
at Smith brook on the Sourdnahunk
road, having gone in the first of the
week. In this section are a party of
ten with Mr. J. M. Brown, Mr. Perry
Brown and a party composed of Messrs.
Rhoades, Price and Kreitzer are at
Millinocket Dam for a few days. These
all had guides till Nov. 1, then, as they
were allowed to be in the woods withj out guides, they discharged them.
Frank Brown of Norcross has been
guiding a party of five from Plymouth,
Mass , till last week. They hunted on
Sandy stream and took out a deer
apiece. The gentlemen of the party
were Messrs. Bartlett, Carleton, Kelley,
Burbank and Briggs.
Messrs. J . F. Gould and G. H. Rich
ardson of Oldtewn, were on their way
Saturday to Smith stream, where they
will pick off a few deer.
Mr. Gould
prizes his Savage very highly and is
enthusiastic while explaining its merits.
Others that have sent game out are G.
A. Weatherbee of Bangor, two deer, and
R. M. iDgalls of Milo, one deer.
Mr.
Ingalls secured his game at Nolliscemic
lake.
Messrs. Harry Andrews of Sheffield,
Mass.; Jerry Miller of Springvale,
Mass.; Geoige A. Farris and R. J .
Bishop of Stamford, Conn., have been
up on Sandy stream for twelve days
and secured some deer. Messrs. Miller
and Farris each took one home.
Their
guides were Fred Reed, Freeman Pow
ers and Llewellyn Trask.
Mr. Taylor of Philadelphia is at Miilinocket lake, guided by Victor Scott.
He has been in about two weeks.
While Frank Brown was guiding at
Sandy stream a few days ago, one morn
ing he saw a loupcervier in the camp
yard.

DEER IN HIGHWAY.
Gentlemen Get Game In Road at
Carrabassett.

BEAR TEARING OFF INSULATOR,

these knobs of earthenware can only be
conjectured, as bears do not carry their
hearts on their sleeves for savants tc
publish. It has been supposed that he
mistakes the insulators for his favorite
crab apples, and there is little doubt that
he regards them as something good to
eat. Perhaps he thinks them bees’ nests.
At all events, there is a large Wood
pecker in Norwray which is deluded by
the humming of the wires in the wind
like an Aeolian harp and fancies that
there is a nest of insects inside the pole.
To reach them he toils for days and
pecks great holes into the wooden posts
or even through and through them, only
to discover, as men have done before
him, that his promised feast of delights
was a phantom of his own creation and
his labors all in vain.

’Hiore are two bear pits in the gardens,
t-y are built of stone and sunk into the
Nov. 8 , 1899.
J
:o;;nJ like huge cellars, upon whose
Still the hunting is going on with foundations two houses are yet to be
built. They stand side by side and are
good success at this place.
Everyone about 30 feet deep. The bottom is paved
gets their deer here without any with cement, and there is an old dead
tree standing upright in the center of
trouble.
Those getting deer here since last each of them.
Keeper Murray, hearing a cry for help,
week are John Overington, Philadel rushed to the railing and peered over the
phia, Pa., one large buck; J. B. Wise edge. The moon came out from behind a
and wife, Lewiston, v>e., one deer;S. O. cloud for a moment and enabled him to
Tarbox and S. O. Tarbox, Jr., Farming- make out a figure of a man in the pit
which bad been set apart for 20 years as
ton, one deer each; A. D. Parsons, East the private residence of the cinnamon
Wilton, one deer; Dr. J . D. Pipper, bear.
The man was in active motion, and so
Madison, Me., one deer; Q. J . Hill and
F. P. Latimer, Hartford, Ct., two deer was the bear. The nlan was leading, and
[ both were describing eccentric circles,
each; Mason H. Gray and Ht ward J using the dead tree as a center. Every
Wheeler, Boston, one deer.
now and then the man would get far
Mr. Frank Littlefield of Phillips is at enough ahead of the bear to pause in his
the Ledge House with J. H. Crosby and j career long enough to shout for help.
There was light enough for the keeper
Geo. B. Boutwell of Boston, making a j to see that the fleeing man was a memtrip from here to Big Spencer lake by i ber of the fraternity who make their livcanoe. This is a very easy way and also ] ing by doing nothing all day and go to
the nearest way to reach Spencer lake, sleep every night tired. He was in real! ity a hobo, but whatever led him to mis
and it can all be done by water with take a bear pit for a lodging house was
canoe.
( beyond conjecture and causes wonder
Mrs. J . G. Harlow also got another among the keepers to this day.
deer to take to her home at North j The only explanation that Keeper Murray could see was in that the hobo had
Wayne this week.
gone to sleep on a long plank which was
Mr. Mason H. Gray and Howard laid across the top of the cage by the
Wheeler of Boston are here again this workmen who were relaying the stones
year. This party got a large moose and and one end of the plank had slipped off
several deer last year. They have Mr. ! and fallen down the pit, making a per
Roscoe Wade of South Boston and John fect “shoot the shoots” for the tramp,
Hagerty of North Cambridge, Mass., in who found himself sliding and woke up
their party this year. Herman Harlow at the bottom of the pit. The plank was
is their guide as usual, also Harvey found in the morning lying in the pit.
Realizing the gravity of the situation
Harlow. They got odo good buck deer
|and noticing that the hobo’s cries were
before arriving at camp.
growing less frequent as his need for help
Mr. S. O. Tarbox, Jr., of Farmington, grew more urgent, the keeper slipped rap
bad the good luck to start right in his idly away. He came breathlessly back in
tracks and shoot two good deer this a few minutes with a rope, with which
week.
he promptly lassoed the top of the dead
Those who were at the Ledge House tree, attaching the other end to the iron
and cabins during the past week were: railings which surround the top of the
%
F L Harding, Geo S Wescott, Howard Fille, pit.
brown, W H Collins, Dr J D Pipper, Madison • j All this happened in less time than it
W H Sedgeley, Win Green, N H Swift, Skow. takes to tell it. The go as you please
hegan; W F Nutt, Fairfield; Geo Woodcock.
C arrabassett; T B Tague, H B Luce and wife race below continued. The only change
Somerset; Harry Gordon, Strong; S O Tar’ was in the condition of the contestants.
box, S O Tarbox, Jr, Farmington; A L la y lo r’ Both the hobo and the bear were grow
Stratton; A D Parsons, C C Brooks, East'
W ilton; F B Greene, Boothbay H arbor; John ing weaker. They seemed to have set
Pease, Charles Pease, North New Portland; tled down to the pace with a grim deter
Joh n Overington, Philadelphia, Pa; Frank mination to fight it out on those lines if
Littlefield, Phtllips; Mason H Gray, J H
Crosby, Geo B Boutwell, Boston; Roscoe Wade, it took all night.
“Climb the tree!” shouted Murray a
South Boston; W H Wheeler, East Boston;
Joh n J Hagerty, North Cambridge;
Mrs dozen times.
Mabel Harlow, North Wayne.
The hobo watched his chance and
swung himself into the branches. The
bear made several laps alone before he
STATE GAJ1E NOTES.
discovered his mistake. Then he also
climbed the tree. Murray, at the top,
Game Ratters as Talked at was watching the proceedings with an
interest that was not feigned.
Augusta.
The man ascended the tree slowly, but
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph.]
surely. The bear also ascended slowly
A u g u s t a , M e ., N ov. 7, 1899.
State Treasurer F. M. Siropsou is lay
ing his plans for a little outing in the
woods hoping tliat he may bring down a
fine deer. He is going to be quite par
ticular about the ones he shoots and
will wait till big heads present them
selves before he wastes any powder.
Fish Commissioner Stanley is in Au
burn passing a few days with his brother,
Superintendent Stanley, of tiie Lake
Auburn Fish hatchery. He will watch
them net the trout and salmon. About
fifteen hundred feet of iron pipe has
been put into the hatchery this rail. A
great saving has beeu made in the mat
ter of water by the introduction of a six
inch feed pipe at the entrance of the
main hatching building.
The pipes
have been provided with gates so tliat
the flow of water may be easily regu
lated. The springs above the hatchery
have not been affected by the drought
of the summer. Now daily shipment of
fish are being made to all parts of the
state.
Hon. Ellis R. Kane of Lancaster, Fa ,
while on his way out from the hunting
regions of northern Piscataquis county,
evinced great concern over the future of
the Maine moose.
He is a thorough
sportsman and is averse to the big game
being killed out of his favorite hunting
ground. He is convinced that they are
being thinned out to an alarming extent
and that nothing but a season of close
time will bring up their numbers. He
says a fence should be built between
our state and Canada, or the animals
will be driven over the border. Reports
come from those who aie in a position
a narrow escape .
to know that it is done during our close and surely, imitating the man as faithtime. Notwithstanding the fact that j fully as might be. The hobo saw the
sportsmen will go to the provinces for i bear coming up after him. As yet he
their big game, should this be done, Mr. 1knew nothing about the rope. The high
Kane thinks the only way to protect the er he rose the lower his spirits sank at
bunting interests is to put a ten-year the sight, and the bear climbed on.
close time on the moose.
I Up, up they rose until both were near
The wardens at Bangor are doing good the top.
Just then the hobo struck the rope,
work in preventing the illegal shipping
of game. They are following up the He grasped it immediately and swung
clear
of the tree. The bear reached for
cases of moose slaughter up in the
Moosehead region, and are meeting him and tagged him on the leg. His last
with good success there, also. Warden remaining shoe surrendered to the touch
Pollard captured A. Davenport at Che- and fell to the cement below. The bear
suncook and took him before the court nosed along the swinging rope. He be
charging him with killing calf moose ou gan to gnaw at it, as if he really knew
October 19. He pleaded guilty aud said that his prey was escaping. The hobo
that he had sold the meat to another for reached the railing in safety. The gnaw
three cents a pound—rather less than it ed off rope rattled down along the side
cost him—but claimed ignorance of the of the stone prison.
The almost fainting hobo, assisted by
law and said he could neither read nor
write. In view of the facts he was sen the friendly keeper, scaled the fence and
tenced to pay the costs in the case and fell into a heap on the grass. As he
was given ten days to secure the money. struck ground the bear in the tree gave
a loud growl of anger. He seemed to
realize that his prey had escaped. Out
Card of Thanks.
of pure fright the hobo struggled to his
I wish to express my sincere and heartfelt feet and continued the race into the
thanks and appreciation to the citizens, darkness toward the fence over which he
business men and guides who have taken so
much interest in helping to hunt for my son, had undoubtedly entered the zoo. The
Richard M. Knight, who so mysteriously dis bear slowly and mournfully descended to
appeared in the woods near Bends on Octo his deserted couch.
ber 24,1899. I also wish to thank the manageL o w e r D e a d R i v e r , Me ., /

PART RIDG E S H OOTING ?

TWO DEER AT ONE SHOT.

Maine General hospital at Portland.

ftocorl Made by Ledge House called upon nt midnight to rescue a man
from the clutches of the cinnamon bear,
The Robinson party of Boston re
into whose cage he had accidentally fall turned last week after a mouth’s stay ou
Guests the Vast Week.
en.

A R E YOU GOING

%

FISH UNO GAME.

H e Iln d a n E x c itin g - T im e B e f o r e B e 
ing- ItcH cued b j a K e e p e r .

Messrs. Robert Armstrong of Boston,
and Alfred R Bates of Allston, Mass.,
have been at Mr. R. F. Cook’s at Carra
bassett recently.
They had a very
pleasant stay and hunted the vicinity to
considerable extent, finding game plen
tiful.
They secured a fine young bear w h i c h
affords them no little satisfaction. They
saw three of the animals and got to
within shooting distance of one.
Con
sidering the fact that bears are very
rarely shot, especially in an open bunt
ing season when the woods are full of
men with guns, unless they be first
trapped, thd"gentlemen have reason to
be pleased.
They also got a nice deer.
The ani
mal was shot in the highway and both
gentlemen had a band in killing it. Mr.
Bates fired the first shot, which struck
the deer in the flank. It reared and Mr.
Armstrong fired the second shot, bring
ing the animal to earth.

Mr. F. J. Clarke of Farmington has
been hunting recently with Cliff Butler
and Ansel Eames of Flagstaff.
The
Another hunter tells of shooting a party hunted at Spring lake and at Dead
partridge with a 45-70 cartridge, and River dam and found game plenty. Mr.
Messrs, J . C. Pierson, A. E. Atherton
when the bird fell, the flattened bullet Clarke got his two deer.
and Mr. Cushing of Wakefield, Mass.,
dropped at his feet. He picked the par
with Sid Harden, Frank Chick and
tridge up and it was not wounded.
Riley Bubier as guides, have been at
This has been explained by some that
Dr. Heber Bishop and Mr. C. C. Wil Mr. Pierson’s camp at Long pond on a
the bullet passed near enough to the liams of Boston are planning atrip hunting trip recently. They enjoyed the
bird’s head to kill it, though not touch south this winter, quail shooting. Dr. outing hugely and found deer and par
ing it, then striking a rock beyond, re B ishop’s favorite dog, Bobby Burns, is tridges plenty.
bounded.
now in training for the trip.

ment of tli© P. & R. P. and R. F. & R. L. railroads who have done so much to assist in
transporting iliose who wished to come here
to assist in the work. Also to Capt. F. C.
Barker and the Messrs. Ricker of the Poland
Spring House, who have done all that men
could do. I also wish to announce to the
public th at through the watchful care of
Capt. Barker and ids efficient corps of help
my stay at Bends has been made as p leasant
as possible under the circumstances.
It is so little th at I can do to thank you all
that I take this public way of reaching the
majority of those who have exposed them
selves to the severe storms and almost unsurmountable difficulties in trying to rescue
an entire stranger.
j . E dward Knight ,
Boothbay Harbor, Me.
Ramlo Mb Nnv. 6. 1899.

A G reat E x e a s e .

Mother to Frank—How Is it that
you’re late home nearly every night?
Frank—Well, no wonder; we’ve got
such a big clock in our school.
Mother—Why, what has the clock to
do with it?
Frank—’Cause it’s so big it takes the
hands an awful long while to get
round it. If we had a clock like papa’s
little one, I’d get home a great deal
quicker.

the Megantic club’s preserve.
This
party have a big record for hunting
made in the past seasons, and the last
trip was as successful in every way.
The ladies of the party long ago proved
themselves good shots, and their record
this season was fully up to the standard.
Mrs. Pierce shot her usual big buck and
Mrs. Moore got two fine deer in ofie
day. The stay at tbo preserve was very
enjoyable. The weather, on the whole,
was fine and it was one of the most
pleasant trips made to the woods.

Freeman Centre.
Mr. Silas Niles saw a handsome buck
deer last week standing in the road.
He walked up within ten rods of him
before he left. Mr. Niles had no gun.
A company of young folks one even
ing recently were going to make a call,
when within ten rods ol an apple tree
with sweet apples on it their horses be
came Piiihtened. They drove on, how
ever, until opposite the tree when they
saw quite a large animal in the tree eat
ing apples. They supposed it to be a
hedgehog and drove along, put up their
horses and went b^ck. The animal was
then g o n e . It is presumed that it was a
small bear the horses smelled.
Mr. George H. Keene has caught in
his traps this fall six foxes.
Mr. C. N. Blackwell has sold and had
pressed quite a lot of hay.
The change of time in the mail from
Freeman to Strong took place Nov. 1.
Mail leaves Freeman J2 m., returns 4 p»
m., Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
Mr. John K. Richards and crew have
gone to Carrabassett on a contract to
deliver 400 cords of white birch to the
mill there.
Mr. Bert Pinkham and
brother have a contract to deliver 600
cords of peeled poplar at the station at
Carrabassett.
The selectmen are repairing the high
ways at the centre of the town.
Mr. U. G. Weymouth sold a horse re
cently to Michael Kershner of Strong.
Miss Daisy Fentiman is on the sick
list.
Mr. C. W. Allen has returned from
Boston and Franklin, Natick and other
places, and a visit to his daughter in
Augusta.
Rev. George B. Southwick of Kingfield will preach at the Centre, Nov. 5.
Miss Altie Ross of Phillips, teacher at
the Centre, visited friends in Kingfield
last week.
Mrs. David Spear and Miss Myrtell
Whitney of Fairbanks visited relatives
in town last week.
Mr Geo. P. Blackwell is visiting rela
tives and friends in towD, after an ab
sence of six mouths.
Mr. ana Mrs. Mark Daggett of Coplin,
visited relatives in town this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Welch visited in
New Portland, Sunday.
Chas. Eustis came over from North
New Portland Saturday, returning Sun
day.
Ulie Weymouth is building a sap
house.
Hervey Welch was in Farmington one
day last week.
Chas. Richards took a hunting trip to
Carrabassett last week.
More rain is needed as many wells are
dry.

Farmington

Municipal

Court.

[Special correspondence to the P h on ograph . |

F armington, Me ., Nov. 6. 1899.
The following is a summary of the
business of the civil term of the Farm
ington municipal court:
Helen M McKeen vs. Ward F Parker, judg
ment for plif., for $4.19, execution issued. E E
Richards for plff., H L Whitcomb for deft.
W J Trefethen vs. Alice N Nowles, judg
ment on default for $5.5" and costs, $L3(>, to 
tal. $9 87. Execution issued. C N Blanchard
for plff.
Philip H Stubbs vs. w F Nichols, judgment
for $4.12 for plff. Execution issued.
Portland Transcript Co. vs. C H Thornton,
cent. J C Holman lor plff., H L Whitcomb
tor deft.
Frank C. Holt vs Emerv Chapman, eont. F
L Ames for piff., F W Bntler for deft.
Allen B Blanchard vs. Wallace B ack, judg
ment on d' fault for $4.72, and costs, $3 82,
total $8.f4. Execution issued
Louis Voter
for plff.
Louis Voter vs Clara E Smith, judgment on
default for $7.47, and costs, $3.46, total $10.93.
Execution issued. Louis Voter for plff.
Alice B Danfort1' vs. W W Campbell, cont,
Louis Voter tor plff , E E Richards for deft.
Mary E Lakin vs. Timothy Ames, cont.
F
W Butler for plff , Louis Voter for def*.
Adriance Platt & Co. vs. Samuel Partridge
and F SDingley & Co., trustees, judgment on
default for $10 3, and costs $4.32, total $14.35.
Execution is-ued F W Butler for plff.
Charles F Flynt vs. J Preston Knowlton,
judgment on default for $15.92, and costs,
$4.32. total $14.35. Execution issued, F W
Butler for plff.
| David H Knowlton e ta l vs. Belle Houghton,
judgment on default for $5.75 and costs, $4,32.
total $10 07. Execution issued. Louis V ote!
i fot plff.
1 anger—McLeary Co. vs. Hiram R H iscock,
judgment on default for $*.55 and costs, $3.94,
total $9 49. Execution issued.
Louis V oter
for plff.
B F W alker vs. William E Brown, judgment
on default for $9.75, and costs. $4 48, total
$1*.23. Execution issued
P S Higgins fo r
plff.
E E Gagnon vs. Henry Corrlsand, judgment
on default for $2 16 and costs, $4 20, total
$6.40. Execution issued. P S Higgins for
plff.
Fayette Creamery association vs. Liz zie
Stoyeli, cont. P S Higgins for plffs., H I.
Whitcomb for deft.
F W Eastman vs. Daniel Dwyer, cont. G A
Cjordon for plff , Louis P Rleutord for deft,
G A Gordon vs. B E Lyford and Ja y Wood
Manufacturing company, trustee, judgment
on default for $19.36 and costs, $ 4 .4 , total
$24.10. Execution issued. G A Gordon for
plff.
William Tolman comp’t vs. Augustine Sim
mons, cont. H L Whitcomb for plff.. Augus
tine Simmons for deft.

My wife has been using Chamberlain’s
Fain balm, with good results, for a lame
shoulder that has pained her continually
for nine years. We have tried all kinds
of medicines and doctors without receiv
ing any benefit from any of them. One
day we saw an advertisemsnt of this
medicine and thought of trying it, which
we did with the best satisfaction. She
has used only one bottle and her shoul
der is almost well—A d o l p h L M i l l e t t
Manchester, N. H. For sale by W. A.
D. Cragin, Phillips; L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield; E. H. Whitney, Rangeley; C. E.
Dver, Strong.
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against a shallow stream, and encamped !
at the place where we leave Kennebec;
three days made 20 miles.
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heavy rain.
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miles aud a quarter over a high hill,
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very bad way, to the first pond in the
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a mile more.
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pedition, and then remembering that in conductor.
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authentic accounts of that expedition! land and Boston.
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American Revolution who are gathering
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progress. The half-tone illustrations of shooting up straight and tall.
15a. m., Milo 8.40 a. m , Brownville 8.50a. m
On the times plumped over head, we got to the 8Katahdin
t
Iron Works 9 40 a. m.« Norcross9 43
m
the business men, views of several resi other side sturdy pines or bir lies in third carrying place, Norridge Walk a.
m., Millinocket 9.55 a m, Sherman 10.45 am,
1
Patten 11.10 a m Island Falls 11.12 a m, Smyrna
dences and business places, city build their prime, and over beyond, trees de falls; 7 miles
i
Mil's 11.45 a m, Weeksboro 12.10 p m. Masardis
caying as they stand.
Youth, man
“2. Carried over boats, etc., and en 1 03 p ni, Ashland 1.30 p in, Houlton 12.10 p m
ings, etc., are finely printed. The num hood,
age, death!
Presque Iste 1.57, p. ai. Caribou 2.25 p m ,
camped
and
entered
a
wild,
barren
ber is a most interesting one.
Placing my foot upon a prostrate king wilderness, birch, pine, hemlock. Some Fort Fairfield 2 15 p m Limestone 3.15 p in,
Dover. 9 10 a m., Guilford 9.35 a. m., Monson
of the woods I essayed to cross it, but parts of the river side good bottom with Junction
9.63 a. m.,Greenville 10.50 a m.
the tree crumbled into dust, showing sugar trees; 1% miles.
4.45 P M. F o r and arriving at Milo 0.20 p m
lo
Brownville 0.32 p m, ICathadln Iron Works,
“ P r a c t ic a l P u b l i c i t y P a y s ” is the that for centuries, perhaps, it had been
“3. Pushing and dragging Today 7.15
pm , Dover and Foxcroft 6 40 p m , Guil
isl
title of a dainty booklet issued by H. L. lying there.
killed a moose deer; 11 miles.
ford 7.09 pm , Greenville 8.20 p in, Norcross7.25
It was through just such wild, un
“4. Pushed and dragged to J en- j pm, Millinocket 7.37 p in, Sherman 8.20pm ,
Partt s desiring team s of any kind for _any
th
Goodwin of Farmington. The booklet is
Patten 8 45 p m Island Falls, 8.45 p m, Houlton point In
is re g io n , can be accom m odat
9 40, p m
attractive from cover to cover, but its
by notifying
b<
n
o
t
i
c
e
4.00 P. M.—For and arriving a t Lagrange
chief attractiveness to business men is in
5 25 pm.
*
*
HUNTOON & OAKKN,
ol
D r . J . R . K i t t r i d g e , Dentil
the information it gives those who are
ARRIVALS.
PROPRIETORS.
b<
9.20 A. M.—Leaving Greenville a t 5.25 a. m .
Status n ext to Oquossoc House R a n g e le y
determined to conquer any business de
‘ A P E R F E C T F O O D — as W h o le so m e as it i s D e l i c i o u s .’
Monson Junction 6.23 a m.,Guilford 6 40 a m
o f F a r m in g t o n , M a in e ,^
Maine.
Dover
7.00
a.
m.,
Kutahdlr.
Iron
W<.rk«
«■>«
o
pression which seems to affect their
„
,,,
Iro n w o rk s 6 20
W ILL BE AT
in, Brownville 7.15 a. in., Milo 7.30 a m l a
particular line.
W A L T E R B A K E R & C O .’S
grange 7.57 a. m.
’
’

1KANKLIN & MEGANTIC iff.

JOB PRINTING.

I

S p ic k and S pan.
B ra n d N ew *
C a tc h y .
B u s in e s s B rin g L ™ !
A d v e rtis e m e n ts ,

Portland & Romford Falls Ri

¥

Now is the time to buy

H E A T IN G

S TO V E S .

RANGES

PHILLIPS & RANGELEY R. R.

HARDW ARE^

Phillips H a rd w a re M j

Time to Faint Sleighs.

1

TEAMS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Edgar R.
Toothaker

Fine
| Groceries.
.

Great Pond Telephone company
lied certificate of incorporation last
Friday. This company was organized
it Farmington for the purpose of oper
ating a telephone line between Smithield, Oakland and Belgrade, with $3,000
sapital stock of which nothing is paid
u. The officers are: President, C. D.
Ireenloaf of Starks, Me.; treasurer, Z.
3 Greenleaf of New Sharon, Me.
Cerificate approved, Oct, 27, 1899.

BREAKFAST COCOA

T he

“ Has stood the test of more than 100 years’ use among all
classes, and for purity and honest worth is unequalled.”

— M edical an d S u rg ica l Jou rnal.

Costs less t h a n O N E C E N T a C u p .
T r a d e -M a r k on Every P a c k a g e .

WALTER
trade.mask.

Establish ed 1 7 8 0 .

BAKER

& CO. L TD . ,

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Greene’s S ta n Line

H otel F ra n k U n , Strong. Oct 12 ia<>) j
1.05 l’.M.—Leave Caribou 6.15 a m Prenrmn
Isle 6.42 a. m., Fort Fairfield 6.20 a m
Houlton 8.20 a. rn ,
Ashland 7 00
...
Masardis 7.26 a. m., Weeksboro 8.18 a. m c8 my
rna Mills 8.42 a. m., Island Falls 9 . 15 ’a
Patten 9.10 a m, Sherman 9.40 a. m Mini
noekett 10.27 a m, NorcrosslO.39 a m . Btr.wn and all points In the DEAD RIVER REGION
vllle 11.30 a m.
wn‘
niifleJd.n(d)c t. 2?,rry
®ot’ 26’
7.20 P. M.—Leaving Greenville 3.35
SEASON OF 1899.
B yron, O ct. 28 , 29 an d 30.
Monson Junction 4.32 p.m,,Guilford 4.<5o‘p m"
Close
connection
made
with
all
tra
ln
s
'011
t
t
o
Dover 5 08 p m., Limestone 9.45 a m, Cariboo
The re st o f th e
railroad a t Dead River stre
11.45 a, m., Presque Isle 12.13 0
F o rt Falr- Phillips & Kangeley
e t, F a r m i n g ,
a t 1,is office, 64 C(
Station.
*?2®},1Eton w h ere he will be i»l«
field 11.15 a. m., Houlton 2.00 p in.. Island
to see all
in n eed o f his ■ services.
o
p
e
ra
tlo
n
r
p. m. Millinocket, 4__
16„p in,
-. ^ore
torcross 4.30 p m,
d entistry < W tl
^The trip to points on the Megantic P e rfo rn led
Katahdin Iron Works 3 00 p m, Brownville
iiw Special atten tio n given to
Preserve can be made much more easily servin g V‘
5,30 p m, Milo 5.40 p m. Lagrange 6.06. p ni.
e, ‘laA ir al te e th . Teeth exlri a
quickly, and at less expense via this line a n 'k i l l T 11" H"peelaity
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
r!L.}Un,l
8 Promptly and
Gen’l Passenger and Ticket Agent* than over any other route.
Teeth e T r a £ ? d 7 ; l,y ,a nd ^ e h j / i y
Vll
P lates a /e
F. W. CRAM, Vice Pres’t and Gen. Mgr.
a n teed °rk Wanra» te d .
S aio
tisn
fa c tio n
Bangor, Me., Nov. 1, 1899.
G R E E N E , ' P r o p ’ r,

OFAD RIVER STATION TO EUSTIS

w.

Coplin, M a in e .

64 Main
M arr sd ru g Btore.

St.

n e x t door to

PH ILLIPS

PHONOGRAPH,

N O V E M B E R 10,

1899.

FLAG RAISING IN DALLAS.

R oyal P
B

a k in g

o w d er

^

£

Y

A b s o l u t e l y 'P u r e

Makes the food more delicious and wholesome
____________________________________ROYAl BAKING POWDER C O ., NEW YORK._______

FROM KINGFIEID.
Two Collisions Noted In
This Week.

SCHOOL HOUSE ASSURED.
Town Strong Will Have Modern Build
ing Before Long.

All the Local News of the Fast
Few Days.
[Special correspondence to the P hon ograph .]

K in g f ie l d , Me ., N ov. 7, 1899.

Deputy Sheriff Small of Kingfield was
. informed last week that a great deal of
beer was being drunk by the men at
work on the extension of the railroad
above Carrabassett. So be went up to
get some and in fact got about all they
had, amounting to about 100 gallons in
all. This he brought down to Kingfield. A hearing was held last Friday
at which it was claimed that the beer
was lager and not intoxicating.
The
hearing was postponed until some of the
beer could be sent away and be an
alyzed. About 40 gallons were sent
back to the men and the rest is held by
Small.
Miss Myra Butts, who has been visitlag in Salem for the past few days, re
turned to Kingtield last Monday.
Mr. B. N. Morrell's little son cut a
large gash over his eye last week by
falling onto the sharp corner of a table.
The wound was dressed by Dr. Hardy
and the young man is now doing nicely.
Mr. Will Corson has taken rent over
Thurston’s store.
Mr. A. D. Pratt, the photographer, of
New Vineyard is having a studio built
near A. Winter’s store and will move
he’Athis winter.
Hon. F. F. Timberlake, state bank
examiner, was in Kingtield and ex
amined the Saving’s bank in that place
last Monday.
Miss May Huff of Freeman is doing
kitchen work at the Kingtield House.
Ephraim McMullen is working for A.
Winter in his store.
Miss Abbie Simmons is clerking for
Sumner Wyman in his store.
J. E. Hatch was in Phillips last Fri
day night and visited the Jr. O. U. A.
M. lodge in that place.
Erman Stanley, while out riding last
week met with a slight accident, caused
by the horse suddenly turning into the
front yard of H. S. Wing s residence.
The wagon struck against a tree, remov
ing several spoketWrom the wheel.
Mr. Frank West of Kingtield shot a
large deer one day last week.
A K. of P. ball is being talked of to
come off Thanksgiving evening.
Mr. Cal Landers and the hotel team
tried to pass on the same side of the
street last week and Mr. Lander had one
wheel quite badly crushed.
Mr. 0. W. Hutchins and his br ide
arrived in Kingtield on the morning
train last Monday.
A gang of men are at work repairing
the old trestle near the old mill in
Freeman, which is being repaired and
put in shape for business this winter.

o u t?
You m ay h a v e h e a rd
about SCOTT’S EMULSION
and have a vague notion
that it is cod-liver oil with
its bad taste and smell and
all its other repulsive fea
tures. It is cod-liver oil, the
purest and the best in the
world, but made so palata
ble that almost everybody
can take it.
Nearly all
children like it and ask for
more.

t*

SCO TT'S
EMULSION

sti

Mai®

•*5i
fuW

pJ*

S*
aoae
n»de
C. *

looks like cream? it nour
ishes the wasted body of
the baby, child or adult
better than cream or any
other food in existence. It
bears about the same rela
tion to other emulsions that
cream does to milk. If you
have had any experience
with other so-called “ just as
good” preparations, you
will find that this is a fact.
The hypophosphites th at are
combined with th e cod-liver oil
give additional value to it because
they tone up the nervous system
and impart strength to th e whole
body,
and $i.oo, all druggists.
•l-OTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

New Houses Being Erected by
llesideuts.
[Special Correspondence to the P hon ograph .]

S t r o n g , Me ., N ov. 0, 1899.

Orren Walker and wife also Elias
Field and wife of Madrid were called to
Rangeley on account of the death of the
child of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lamb.
Pleasing Program Rendered by
Miller Reed of Reed’s Mill has been
visiting Lucian Oakes in Dallas the past
Pupils of the School.
week.
Miss Dassie Oakes of Dead River

News of the Week Bound About pond has been visiting her grandparents
at the village recently.
Rangeley.
[Special Correspondence to th e I ’ hon ograph .]

R a n g e l e y , M e ., Nov. 6, 1899.
On Saturday evening, October 7, the
scholars of the Dallas school and their
teacher, Mrs. M. B. fekolfield, gave -a
box supper and an entertainment at the
schoolhouse for the purpose of raising
money for a flag. The proceeds of the
evening were 87 31. 87.00 of this was
given to Mr. F. M. Bradley of Washing
ton, who visits Rangeley each season.
He purchased the flag in Boston aud
sent it. It is a beautiful flag 8^x12 feet.
Supt. Clias. Adams furnished a nice
pole with two sections, and he with a
few others in the plantation raised it
Saturday afternoon, Oct 28. Tne flag
raising owiug to the rain was postponed
until the next Thursday.
The school
room was decorated with flags and the
pictures on the wall had frames made of
red, white and blue tissue paper
braided.
The following is the pro
gram :

Chas. Adams and crew have fiuished
work for J . B. Marble at the Rangeley
Lake House.
Arthur Armburg and Axel Tibbetts
have been in Boston recently.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Loomis are to
celebrate the tenth anniversary of their
marriage, at their home on Main street,
on Saturday, Nov. 11. Ice cream and
cake are to be served. All are cordially
invited.

A Letter Iu Rhyme.
Mr. Elbridge Dill recently received
the following letter written in rhyme,
which we publish through Mr. Dill’s
kindness.

NEVER TOO OLD
TO OE CORED.
Age does not necessarily mean
feebleness and i l l h e a l t h , ana
nearly all of the sickness among
Hlrl Ponnlo
It ftivOQ Thom Older people can be avoided Most elderly
UIU rCUjJiC.
It UlTCO IISCIII people are very susceptible to illness,
but it is wholly unnecessary. By keepWnui PlnnH Onfl I ifo *ng their blood pure they can fortify themselvea
liu fl DIuUU dllU LIIGi so as to escape three-fourths of the ailmenta
from which they suffer so generally. S. S. S. is
the remedy which will keep theii systems young, by purifying the blood,
thoroughly removing all waste accumulations, and impart
ing new strength and life to the whole body. It increases
the appetite builds up the energies, and sends new Ufagiving blood throughout the entire system
Mrs. Sarah Pike. 477 Broadway, South Boston, writes:
“ I am seventy years old, and had not enjoyed good health
for twenty years. I was sick in different ways, and in
addition, had Eczema terribly on one of my legs.
Tha
doctor said that on account of my age, I would never bs
well again. 1 took a dozen bottles of S. S. S. and it cured ma
completely, aud I am happy to say that
I feel as well as I ever did in my life.”
Mr. J YV. Loving, of Colquitt, Ga., says: “ For eight
een years I suffered tortures from a fiery eruption on
my skin. I tried almost every known remedy, hut they
failed one by one, and I was told that my age, which is
sixty-six, was against me, and that I could never hope
to be well again. I finally took S. S. S., and it cleansed
my blood thoroughly, and now I im in perfect health.”

S. S. S. is a Great Blessirg to

At a town meeting held Saturday
afternoon in Strong it was voted to
purchase a lot for the new school build
ing on land now owned by M. A. Will.
To E l b r id g e D i l l :
My dear old friend,—’Twill not be out of
The committee advised the town to
retison
choose between two lots, one situated
F o r me to write in rhymes to you while rhym 
ing
is in season.'
on the right ascending Bridge hill, so
I take the P h il l ip s P honograph and read
it every week.
called, and bounded by the banks of the
It tells me all the news as well as if the type
same hill and Sandy river and facing
could speak.
It told me how the elements brought to you
River street. The other situated on an
such disaster,
How eager workers saved your house, each
elevation south-east from the late Dr.
wished he could work faster;
Higgins stand facing south to the same
And how your multitude of friends assembled
America
a t your raising.
street.
Arguments in favor of the Singing,
Dialogue,
Francis and Bernice Adams It only does them justice when tlielr works
corner lot, so called, near the bridge n’ecitalion,
Gertrude Brackett
’tls always praising.
Reading—Origin of Flag,
Mrs M B Skolfield It tells me about that load of hay, how women
were presented by Hon. P. H. Stubbs Recitation,
Erma Oakes
with their forks
“
Lucy Adams Drove back the men and pitched It off, they
aud W. L. Daggett, aud C. F . Thomp Dialogue,
Gertrude B rackett, Lilia Oakes,
looking on like storks.
is the only remedy -wffiich can build up and strengthen
son and B. B. Harvey presented argu
Jas Nile
It tells me how they came again and built the
old people, because it is the only one which is guaranteed
Declamation,
Jam es Nile
second part,
ments in favor of the other lot and the Exercise.
free from potash, mercury, arsenic and other damaging
Eight chil Iren Amt husked the corn, and read their rhymes
matter was put to vote with the result Biography of Washington, Francis
Adams
minerals. It ig made from roots and herbs, and has no chemicals whatever
and learned them all by heart.
of a large majority in favor of the Recitation,
DellaAdams
To do him justice I will say I knew my cousin,
In it. S S 8. cures the worst cases of Scrofula, Cancer, Eczema, Rheumatism,
Song,
Clarence Brackett
“Delph,”
corner lot.
This settles the matter so Exeiolse,
Tetter, Open Sores. Chronic Ulcers, Boils, or any other disease of the blood.
Five young ladies W as quite a poet, but I think he’s now out
that ere long Strong will have a school- Dialogue,
Books on these diseases will be sent free by Swift Specific Co., Atlanta. G a.
Lucy and Tnalie Adams
done himself.
house modern in architecture, ventila Recitation,
BerniceAdams
I’ve prayed that your misfortune might work
“
Francis Adams more of good than harm,
tion, light, heat and all the require Declamation,
Clarence Brackett And certainly you’ve proved your friends in
ments necessary for a building of this Recital ion,
MayBoss
storm, as well as calm.
kind. The meeting was adjourned to
••
Lilia Oakes Your three score years have brought to you
“
Dassie Oakes
your sorrows and your joys.
December 16 to give the committee
“
Grace Dunham How short the time has seemed to be since
more time to get a more correct plan
“
AnnaNile
you and 1 were boys.
and specifications for a building suitable
Boys, did I say? I’ll take that b ack ; you
Rev. E. V. Wheeler was called upon
always was a man,
for the needs of the town.
for remarks and responded very appro Delighting more than play, to help your
J . M. Lambert has commenced re priately, after which he offered prayer.
father work ami plan.
moving the dirt and laying the wall in The company then went to the yard aud Mv memory takes me to the time when W ill
Bangs and you
the cellar for the uew addition to his the flag was raised by Mr. A. L. Oakes. Went iam
through the town and threshed the
house. It is learned that he contem The school closed the following ISatuigrain; wheat, oats and barley, too.
plates putting up a building which day alter a term of twelve weeks. Then when my age was but sixteen 1 thought
won renown
will give him a fine residence. Mr. Those scholars not absent one half day WhenI’d
you’d look o’er the crew and say, ‘‘Let
Lambert is one of our good farmers and were Mauda Brackett, Francis Adams,
Zeri pitch it down!”
Your magnetism was patent when th at wheel
we wish him success.
Della Adams. James Nile and Inez
horse, (lazy pup,)
The Maine Board of Agriculture will Brackett were abseut but one day, on Would hustle when your voice rang out,
“ Get up, Old Tige, get u p !”
hold a fanners’ institute in this place I account of illness.
And then when your week’s work was done
about November 15 and it is hoped the
you’ll call on William’s sister.
David Lamb is boarding at his
farmers will avail themselves of this brother’s, Fred Lamb, in Dallas.
A h! worse by far than lightning stroke
’t would been if you had missed her.
opportunity and help make it a success.
Ernest Ross is at work for Joel Oh 1 how it thrilled my pulses when your
Wilt I. Smith has purchased a house Wilbur at his cottage in Greenvale.
white faced Swan and Star
Gulpuiled them all at Phillips fair, beating
lot aud if plans matuie intends erecting
th
e best by far.
Miss
Flora
Morse
visited
her
grand
a dwelling for his own use.
autumns ago, 1 know I have
father, Daniel Hoar, at the village over ’Twasitforty-one
straight.
S. I). Gates lias purchased a lot of Sunday.
My Uncle Z. got beat th at day, ’twas 1858.
land of E. H. Loiter which gives him a
first steers 1 bought of you, another
Ira Uuntoou, Gilbert Oakes and Yes, mv
good sized lot for his house and land
white faced pair,
Only 5c a cake and highly perfumed. Be sure you call for it soon
enough for a good garden. We shall Anson Oakes are at work at Sanders Guimby raised one and you raised one, of
course ’twas “Swan and Star.”
expect to hear some go^d reports of Mill. Will Love is also at work doing I’ve shown
trained steers at many fairs, New for it is a
large yields of potatoes and garden the cooking.
England, county, state,
Mrs. Lucy Thompson is at her And always won the ribbon blue; I’ve never
“sass” the coming summer.
met my mate.
Owiug to the rumors of the marriage sister’s, Mrs. Jas. Collins, in Greenvale. But now I’m keeping only cows, my milk
goes to the city.
Wilfred, the little sod of Mr. aud Mrs.
as reported in the P honograph last
ten, Millard eleven, and O, it is a
week peanuts aud cigars reigued galore. Ed Lamb, passed away Thursday after- I’m milking
pit-y
The little We can’t supply the great demand, I mean
Mr. Hunt is a whole souled fellow and noou after a short illness.
my only son,
when he starts out never does anything oue had whooping cough, which de
that peddles all the milk we make
veloped into pneumonia.
A special ’Tis he
by halves.
from twenty-one.
train
brought
Dr.
Falmer,
but
did
not
At
3
a.
in.
I’m out of bed, alone I do my work,
Rev. Mr. Mills has moved into the
1 leave my milk with him ; you see I
house owned by J . H. Bell which makes arrive until the littie one had gone. At five
cannot
shirk.
a comfortable place for the winter as it Little Wi fred was a very sweet child He lives almost a m ilt from me, is married to
and
the
bereaved
parents
have
the
a
wife.
is made warm by a good furnace.
sympathy of the entire community. My daughter’s married and two sons bless her
A box supper and dance was held in The funeral services were Sunday morn
with health and life.
Bell’s hall last Friday night by the High ing at 10 o’clock at the F. B. church. My baby’s in the High school now and in tha
juiiior
school. The boxes were sold at auction Rev. S. Wakely officiated. A choir con You see sinceclass,
you weie here she’s grown to
and there was quite a contest between sisting of Mrs. W. L. Butler, soprano;
be a buxom lass.
the young men to possess them. One Miss Florence LPnkley, alto; Lyman My old house I’ve been fixing up almost as
good as new,
box was sold to J . H. Gilkey for 81.75 Kempton, tenor; Lester Thompson Aud my
barn is twice as large as when it met
and John grinned when he paid for it.
your view.
bass, furnished music. Eben Rowe con And now,
my friend, it is my wish that soon
Miss Stella Thompson who has been ducted ihe funeral.
*
the time will come
working for the past four months in the
with your wife you’ll visit us here in
Mr. M. B. Skolfield went hunting tw o That our
humble home.
central telegraph office in Brunswick is days of last week.
Ckas. McCracken When in your town five years ago I failed to
at home on a three weeks’ vacation,
visit vou
took his place as baggage master on the
Because 1 heard that you were sick and 1 was
Mrs. Carrie Badger, wife of Dr. F. H. train.
ailing, too.
Badger of Winthrop, is visiting her
Mrs. Emily Hinkley was quite ill a But now I’m well and h earty, though I’m
NEW. STOCK OF PAPER HANGINGS,
mother, Mrs. C. F. Gilkey, in Strong for few days the first of the week.
growing old and gray.
Mv family are all quite well, I ’m very glad to
a few days.
sav.'
About thirty attended the dance at
PRICES AWAY DOWN.
Mr. Stephen Morrell of Lewiston is Siratton Monday evening of last week. My life has been eventful since in 1861
J had my home with you a while, for study,
visiting friends in Strong.
Among those who went were Natt Carr,
• work and fun.
Hon. W. K. Howes who has had Uollie Grant, Misses Minnie Giant, I went to Phillips High school then, but
schools have ielt a change.
much experience in road building has Floreuce Hinkley, Myra Skolfield, Mrs.
respects they’re belter, but in others
charge of the road machine on the new II. L. Dennison, Mrs. Addie Wilber, In some
they are strange.
track that is being built a mile from Russ Spinney.
I hope you’ll pardon this poor rhym e; ’tis
neither song nor hymn,
Strong village and the track will un
Mrs. Isaac Ellis has been quite ill. Neither is it a poem, but I must be “ in the
doubtedly be oue of the best.
swim.”
Miss Baua Moore is at work for her.

8 . S. S. F O R T H E

BLOOD

H ave You seen th e

=

“Sweet M aiden”

SOAP

= = A t th e C orner S to re ?

“POEM” IN TOILET SOAP.

N ew A ssortm ent of

. . J U S T IN ,

Fine Selections

New Vineyard.
I P. Look, F. O. Smith aud wife,
Mrs. Alice Look and daughter, and Mrs.
Bertha Jacobs and son, went to Boston
on the Mechanics’ fair excursion.
Our schools closed last Friday. Every
one is sorry Mr. Foster can’t come back
for the next term as he has done good
work in the school.
Cbas. Fuller and wife of Malden, vis
ited his mother, Mrs. M. E. Fuller, a
few days last week.
Walter Look and Elbridge Luce are
in Boston-this week.
Mrs. Tinnie Luce visited in Farmington a few days the past week.
Geo. H. Pratt and mother returned
from Albion last Friday.
Mrs. C. W. Moody has returned from
her visit to Augusta.
Mr. Frank Wyman of Strong has
moved onto Dr. Turner’s farm.
Mr.
Parker, who lived there the past year,
has moved back onto his farm on Voter
hill.
The owners of lots in the cemetery in
The Notch have been fixing it up by
building a walk and iron fence around
it, which is a great improvement.
J . Cushman and wife of Avon, visited
at Hannie Voter’s last week.

Mile Square, Avon.
Mr. C. C. Dow has been very sick the
rapt w?‘rk. Dr. Bell of Strong attends
him.
His son Henry of Portland is
with him.
Messrs. Ulie Jacobs aud Woodman
Bubier are at work in Salem.
Miss. Marion Voter visited in Lewis
ton last week.
Mr. C. Burbank of Strong is working
for Mr. C. C. Dow.
Mr. Mac Bubier was in Rangeley last
week.
His mother returned with him.
Mr. W. L . Butler of Rangeley has
bought several large lots of hay on the
Mr. Lee Peary is at work in Salem,
Mass.

>1 v wife and I are talking much of vou and
Mrs. Dill.
Your children, too, we mention and we hope
that none are ill.
When life’s autumn conies, women, worn Some of them must be married, but of course
out by the burdens and obligations o f
We h aven’t heard,
motherhood, yet shrink from that second For no one writes or visits us to bring us any
word.
“ change of lif e ” which will banish these
Pittston, ten miles from here, a fine
burdens forever. They fear a change in Al East
old lady lives,
form, in feature, in Whojonce was Jackson Hewey’s wife, but
personal attractive
“now is Mrs. Cleaves.
ness, and that the l stopped with her to dinner once a year and
a half ago.
lees of l i f e w i l l
alone remain at the She has as fine a man and home as one would
wish to know.
bottom of the cup Her husband’s
name is William Cleaves, be
o f existence. Sued
keeps a Village store.
fears are largely And people love to trade with him, the rich
warranted by the
as well as poor.
effects which this I tear I’m asking far too much for you to
spend the time
change produces in
many women. But 'Id write me of Your family, either in prose or
rhyme,
no woman need let But may
be someone at your home, when it
these fears fret her,
is raining still,
who from the tim e Will write me if your family all bear the
name of Dill.
of the first change
o f life, from g irl Ynd now I’ll sign my nam e; 1 ought to’ve
signed
it long before,
hood to woman
Tis Z. 8. Parker as you know, just as it was
hood, has taken
of yore.
care to constantly My resilience is Farmingdale, unless I move
keep her system in
again.
B vigorous health.
My P. (). Box 20", post office
Hallowed,
Those who have used Dr. Pierce’s F a 
Maine.
vorite Prescription do not suffer from the
Change o f life eith er in face, form or feel 1’. S.
ings as do other women. This fact is due
Beg pardon, I forgot to tell my oldest
to the intim ate connection of the general
daughter’s name.
health with the health of the organs p ecu  Her husband’s Charles J . Clement and she
writes hers just the same.
liarly fem inine. By preserving the health
o f these organs, and relieving the system
O ct. 29, 1899.
from the debilitating drains, ulcers and in 
flammations which sap its health, “ F a v o r
ite Prescripton ” paves the way for this
E N AfclD Kidney trouble preys upo
natural change to come in N ature’s way, M
IVlLll HllU the mind, discourages a n without the loss of capacity to please others
, jYM riy
lessons
ambition;
beauty ’
or the personal inability to enjoy life.
“wUlUC™
vigor and cheerfulness soon,
Mrs. M. Barnes, of Balls Ferry, Shasta Co., disappear when the kidneys are out of order
Cal., writes: “ My physician said I was suffering or diseased. For pleasing results use Dr.
from the effects of ‘ change of life.’ I had heart Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, the great kidney
disease and womb trouble and rheumatism. remedy. At druggists. Sample bottle by
My head was so dizzy I could hardly stand up. mail free, also pamphlet.
When I began Dr. Pierce’s medicines I improved Address, Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N.Y
right along. I took seven or eight bottles of the
'Favorite Prescription,' a teaspoonful three
times a day, and the 1Pleasant Pellets’ at night.
I feel as well as I ever did.”
Most Successful Physician
I
There is no alcohol, w hisky or other in to x
icant in “ Favorite Prescrip tion ,” neither
In the World.
;
does it contain opium or other narcotics.
There are few , i f an y, physicians in the w orld ?
You may be willing th at somebody else
who have h ad the vast experience and w onderful ?
success in p erform in g cures that Dr. Greene , o f
shall say that their baby is “ just as g o o d ”
X erv u rafan ie , the fa m o u s specialist in diseases o f
as yours, but you don’t want that baby sub
women,has had, an d the f a c t that he gives his valu
stituted for yours. L et dealers say what
able ad n ee and counsel absolutely fre tsh o u ld cause
they like about other medicines being
every weak, sick, ailing an d discouraged icoman to
“ just as good ” but don’t let them substi
immediately consult or w rite to Dr. Greene, Si
tute anything for “ Favorite P rescription.”
Temple P lace , Boston, Mass., about her case.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets cleanse the
clogged system of impurities.

Popular Authors

C u rta in s and F ix tu re s ,
Room M o u ld in g s ,
D rugs and M e d ic in e s ,
P e rfu m e s ,
S ponges, B rushes,
Tobacco and C ig a rs .

W. A. D. CRACIN,

%

Corner Store,

No. I, B e al B l o c k ,

M a i n Street,

P H IL L IP S , M A IN E .

THE BEST STOVES
A

r e

W IL F R E D
17 B R O A D W A Y ,

-

F

o u n d

at

M c L E A R Y ’S,
FA R M IN G TO N , M A IN E .

The largest stock of Heating Stoves, Ranges and Hardware in the county

B U IL D E R S ’ S U P P L IE S .
N e w Paints, Oils, and all kinds of Builders’ Supplies constantly o
hand. The N E P O N S E T W A T E R P R O O F R E D R O P E
BRIO is
a splendid roof and side covering for outbuildings. Proof against water,
wind and frost, and is much cheaper than shingles or clapboards.

GET SAM PLES AND FULL IN F O R M A T IO N .

P H ILLIPS

ARBO C. NORTON,

TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.

PHONOCRAPH,

N O V E M B E R 10,

1899.

Mr. Thomas to cut a certain piece of
birch in the central p ut of the town to
be loaded on the cars at Reed’s Mill,
SO THE WOMEN ALL SAY and is now with a crew of men working
the same. The Kinney Bros, have taken
a job of Mr. Geo. Bachelder of Phillips,
to haul lumber from his Saddleback
land to Webber’s mill and Reed’s Mill
Station.
Dea. Morrell Wing has contracted
with Major Dill’s agent, Benj. Butler of
Avon, to clear his West Phillips lots of
the birch now on them, to be hauled
and carried at Madrid Station, the work
o f which he has already begun.
Mr.
Wing is negotiating now to clear the
land of toothpick poplar to he sent to
Forster of Strong.
The advance in
lumber has caused the business to be at
its best and everyone who is now own
ing timber lands seems to he intending
to operate this winter.

NO REMEDY EQUALS PERUNA,

—There will be a dance at Salem next
! Saturday evening.
F a r m i n g t o n , He.
—Capt. and Mrs. J . E. Thompson were
in Farmington Tuesday.
-M r. A C. Woodard of Kingfield was
in Phillips last Tuesday.
R e r v e I^ e m e d y .
—Mr. A. S Gifford of Fairbanks was
j in town the first of the week.
The great health giver and beautlfler for women 1* Dr. Greene’s Ner
blood and nerve remedy, that great vegetable compound for women,
—W. A. D. Cragin has the Maine
harmless and healthful, for nothing In the world so surely and quiet]
Big drive in ladies’ double fleeced Farmers’ Almanac for 1900 for sale.
stores lost health, gives strength and vigor to the nerves, purifies aa
hose, only n i-2c, worth 20 and —Elder A. H. Kearney was here this
riches the blood, and makes women
week visiting his sister, Mrs. J . Z.
strong and well as does Dr. Greene’s
25c.
!£ Women Need Sklllt
Nervura.
Everett.
Advice.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura clears the T
Largest line of dress goods in
—Mrs. Hannah Worthley of Farmingcomplexion of that dark, sallow, pale
Dr. Greene is the most sueti
fill
specialist
in cu
ton
has
been
visiting
friends
in
Phillips
Franklin Co.
look, removes eruptions, blackheads,
’ complaints, the y
and humors, makes the skin velvety
w h o m thousands of women M
this week.
■in regard to their diseases o
Serges all colors— 2 9 , 39 and 50c
ami glowing with rosy color, the eyes
who gives consultation and
—Mr. Arthur Kempton lost a mack
brilliant, the lips red, imparting a full
vice absolutely fr e t of chai
a yard.
HOLDEN
WEDDIMO.
intosh cape recently between Phillips
Many thousands
i s *of' Womt$i\
round contour to face and form.
regained health and strength t
Above all, Dr. Greene’s Nervura
become happy wives and mot\
All wool flannels for dresses, only and Kingfield.
banishes
melancholy
and
restores
the
through
the
timely
advice
Miss Susan W ym ar.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. H. Greenwood
—Miss Angie Jacobs will goto Farm
counsel of this skilful womt|
llvoly spirits, vivacity, light, elastic
25c a yard.
physician.
If
yon
are
a suffer
Step, and exuberant life, energy and
ington, where she will work in the
Miss Susan Wymar, teacher in the
from any of the weaknesses a>
Celebrate 50th Anniversary.
enjoyment which constitute happi
diseases peculiar to women Jot
When in Farmington be sure to family of Dr. E. C. Merrill.
Richmond school, Cnicago, 111., writes
ness in women. Dr. Greene’s Nervura
' /<«»'/
at
- to write
■ _ to
_- Dr. Greene
__JtSfl
[Special Correspondence to the P h o n o gr ap h . |
does all this, because It makes women .}♦ your case at once, at his cM
—Mr. Chas. Allen has moved his tho following letter to Dr. Hartman re
call and look over my fine line ot
84 Temple Place, Poston, J/a
well and strong, and thus prevents
and b
by following nis advice bo
F a r m in g t o n , M e ., Nov. 8, 1899.
family into a rent in the house occupied garding Pe-ru-na. She says: “ Only
them from growing old before their T upon
i his long experience and
dress goods, etc.
time. It makes them look young and *}* markable
by Mr. Nathaniel Toothaker.
those who have suffered as I have, can
is, you can bt
success,
On Wednesday, Nov. 8, Mr. and Mrs.
feel young, for it braces women up as
solutely
certain Of
a being rur
—Mrs. W. M. Dutton and Master know what a blessing it is to bo able to Zina H. Greenwood celebrated the
nothing else In the world can. Try «{• Write at ones, ft iwill cost9
Dr. Greene’s Nervura. You will never .}. » othing to get his advice.
Mason, went to Rumford Falls, Thurs find relief in Pe-ru-na. This has been fiftieth anniversary of their wedding,
regret it.
-Y*-(•
-iday morning, where Mr. Dutton if my exyierience. A friend in need is a
a family gathering at their hospitable
employed.
A R B O C. N O R T O N ,
friend indeed, and every bottle of Pe-ru- by
home in Farmington, when over thirty
—Mr. Elliott Russell of Rangeley and na I ever bought proved a good friend relatives and friends partook of a boun12 B r o a d w a y .
Mr. James H. Bell of Strong were to me.”—Susan Wymar.
tiful dinner.
F a r m i n g t o n , M e . among the Shriners, who joined the
Mrs. Margaretha Dauben, 1214 North
Their children and grandchildren are
pilgrimage to Montreal.
Superior St., Racine City,"Wis., writes: all living, and the children, who are
BUSINESS CARDS
—N. P. Noble, who was elected trus uI feel so well and good and happy now well known in Franklin c< unty, were all
tee of the Charlie George estate, has that pen cannot deeoribe it. Pe-ru-na is present and are Messrs. Ed and A. M.
closed out his stock in trade and is col everything to me. I have taken several Greenwood of Phillips, who were ac
J . F . HILTON, M. D.,
lecting in his accounts.
bottles of Pe-ru-na for female complaint. companied by their wives; Mr. Chester
Physician and S urgeon,
—B. F. Whittemore recently reset I am in the change of life and it does me Greenwood of Farmington, wife and
i.v;
seven tablets in the Stowers cemetery good.” Pe-ru-na has no equal in all of four children; Miss Lizzie Greenwood,
Office at Residence, Elm>vood.
over the graves of relatives. Some of tho irregularities and emergencies pe one of the popular teachers in the pub
Telephone connections.
the stones bad been there for forty years culiar to women oaused by pelvio lic schools of Haverhill, Mass.; Mr.
Orville Greenwood of Malden, Mass.,
or more.
catarrh. ■»
and Miss Fmilie Greenwood, who lives
H. E . HITCHCOCK, M. D.
Address Dr. Hartman, Columbus, O* with her parents.
—Mr. Willis P. Eaton of Redington
went to Lewiston Monday, where he for a free book for women only.
Physician and Surgeon,
Mrs. Z. H. Greenwood’s brothers and
joined the Nobles of Kora Temple,
sisters are all dead, but Mr. Greenwood’s
S t r o n g , M a i n e . Mystic Shrine, on the pilgrimage to
brothers and sisters, who live hundreds
TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN. of
■ill
Office at the residence of Ctaas. H. Gilkey. Montreal.
miles from each other, were all there
and are Mrs. J G. Brown of Farming—At the meeting of the King’s
C. W . B E L L . M . D .
—Mr. Fred Morton of Avon recently ton Falls, Mr. A. A. Greenwood of
Daughters last Friday evening, Miss
Atticia, Ind , Mrs. M, A. Morrell of
Sarah Toothaker and Miss Albertine sold a flock of about 200 sheep.
P h y sician an d S u rg eo n
Farmington, Mr. Chas. Greenwood of
Butterfield were chosen a committtee to
<
L a d ies’ F e lt T ined foxed b o o ts,
—Mrs.
R.
L.
Hillgrove
who
has
been
(Office a t residence of J . H. Bell.)
*;
look after the Thanksgiving work of the visiting in Biddeford and Saco returned Malden, Mass., and Mrs. Jam es Bullen
of
Perry,
O.
T.
circle.
MAINE.
home last week.
$ i.o o j
STRONG,
This aged couple are dearly beloved L a d ies’ F e lt Lined foxed b o o ts,
Telephone connection.
—We have received a copy of the
by a large circle of friends, who on this,
—Mrs.
Henry
Crosby
of
Avon
is
at
Maine Farmers’ Almanac for 1900, from the Central Maine hospital at Lewiston their golden wedding day, remembered L ad ies’ F e lt Lined m edicated b o o ts,
its publisher, Mr. Charles E. Nash; also
them with useful and beautiful gifts,
E . B . C U R R IE R , M . D .
a copy of the Old Farmers’ Almanac for for medical treatment.
and unite in the sincere wish that the
—Ben Kennedy shot a large coon on family circle may remain unbroken and L a d ie s’ F e lt dress b o o ts ,
1900 from the publishers, Wm. Ware &
his hen roost Monday evening. The coon that they may all meet to celebrate their
Co., Boston.
O F F IC E H O U R S , 1 to 2, and 7 to 8 , P M.
had climbed to the hen roost and was diamond wedding.
L a d ies’ Com m on Sense con gress slippers,
—Major Seward Dill who has been descending
Office at residence. Telephone connection.
with a hen in his mouth
visiting his home in Phillips for some when Mr. Kennedy
shot
him
and
on
turn
time started on his return to Soquel,
L a d ies’ G love K id slippers,
Births.
C. L . T O O T H A K ER . 31. D Cal., last week. The Major has crossed ing to go into the house he encountered
Carthage, Oct 24, to Mr and Mrs D D Berry*
the Rockies sixteen times and his Maine two young coons, but both escaped him.
a son.
L ad ies’ F u r T opped slippers,
friends hope that continued good health
Salem, Nov 6 . to Mr and Mrs Ira D Adley, a
will
permit
him
to
again
visit
the
east.
LUMBERING
MATTERS.
son.
Office at residence.
Telephone co n n ectio n
W est’s Mills. Industry, Oct 21, to Mr and
—Miss Ban a M. Beal offers two beauWe have a ll sty les o f w arm lined b o o ts and shoes
i tiful art pictures to be given to each Work That Will Be Done In Mrs Marshall W Smith, a daughter. (9 lbs.)
H A R R Y F. B E E D Y ,
j purchaser of an outside garment, also
th e com m on sense to th e m o s t sty lish dress b o o t, co
Deaths.
Madrid This Winter.
j two with each trimmed hat, and one
Agent for the leading
with every dollar’s worth of goods beMelrose, Mass, Oct 28, in lier 76th year, Mrs
[Special correspondence to the PHONOGRAPH ]
Thomas E Colby, m other of Mrs ’ H arry P lace, b u tto n felt and lea th e r.
F i r e I n s u r a n c e C o m p a n i e s , i sides. The pictures comprise over a
M a d r i d , Me ., Nov. 8, 1899.
Dill.
hundred different styles and are very
P H IL L IP S ,
. . .
n A IN E .
ington, Nov 4, Daniel Hoyt, a native
pretty indeed.
Mr. John Herrick of Rangeley, has ofFarm
Phillips, aged 78 years. 3 mos, 13 days.
taken
a
contract
with
Elias
Thomas
of
—The Boston papers say that: Beef
S P E C I A L
is steady, with a moderate trade: Choice j Portland, to clear his spruce lands on
C
u
t
F
l
o
w
e
r
s
.
the
south
side
of
Mt.
Saddleback,
land
steers, 9% to 10c; good steers, 9 to 9}£c;
For all occasions—Funeral Designs and So
SURC EON D E N T IS T ,
One lo t o f Newcomb’s hand w elt S 3 0 0 L a d ies’
light and grass, 7 to 8c; extra heavy ing it at Sanders Mill, on the Phillips & ciety
Emblems. Prices reasonable. Roses
hinds, 11% to 12,k>c; good hinds, 10i to Rangeley railroad, where it will be $150 to $2 00 per dozen ; p*nks 35 to 50c. per
Office,
11c; light hinds, 8 to 10c; heavy fores, manufactured, and he is now building dozen; crysanthem um s $ 1.00 to $2 00 per marked down to $ 2 5 0 .
bridges, clearing his roads preparatory dozen, white, pink and yellow; violets, 25c.
U&c; good, 7c; light, 6 to 6-J-c; backs,
bunch 25 blossoms; sm ilax, 25c. strin g ; calla
It
N o . 2,
to 94c; rattles, 5% to 6%c; chucks, 5% to sledding, etc,
lilies, $3 00 perdozen. with leaves.
William
Sargent
has
contracted
with
*
W.
A.
D.
CRAGIN.
to 8c; short ribs, 12 to 15c; rounds, 7 to
Hair
B a t e s Bl o c k 9c; lumps, 9 to 13c; rumps and loins, 9
nflan
to 10c; loins, 9 to 19c.
PH ILLIPS, M A IN E .
—The meeting of the Curvo club held
: ur
Artificial Teeth $5.00 syid $6.00, warranted th
very best. Fillings 50 cents and upwards. Tuesday evening at the home of Miss C.
T.
Crosby
was
most
inferesting.
The
leriv<
Those having poor fitting sets of teeth, call
A G eneral Lin e of =
study of English history was continued
on me and i will w arrant a ’perfect fit.
jures
Teeth extracted without pain, 25 cents. All by a paper upon the Norman rule in
work w arranted the very best. Twenty years England, followed by Mrs. J . W.
lo w e
Brackett with a paper upon the house
experience in Portland.
of I’lantagenets to Henry III. Miss
>ou n
In 1810, when Madison occupied the
Marion Noble read an interesting paper
President’s chair, J O H N S O N ’ S
Franklin County
upon the Crusades. Longfellow’s poem,
ANODYNE LINIMENT was origi
nated by Dr. A. Johnson.
For
“The Children’s Crusade’’ was given by
R E A L ESTATE AGEN CY
nearly a century it has remained
)ther
Miss Annie Timberlake. The evening
L ouis V o t e r , L. B. B rown , Managers,
b household rem edy of the first rank.
closed with the discussion of current
Office, 51 Main Street, Farm ington, Me.
The grandparents of many who now
)e cc
use JOHNSON’S ANODYNE LINIMENT w o re
The meeting
Houses and farms bought, sold, exchangee events by the members.
-can alw ays be seen atbrought through whooping cough, croup and all the
and let. Loans made on mortgages, Collec next Wednesday evening will be held
accidents
of
childhood
in
safotv
by
this
remedy.
md r
tions and care of property a specialty. Care
Many a time a bottle of JOHNSON’S ANODYNE
ful attention to all business. Interviews ano with Mrs. J. W. Brackett.
LINIM
ENT
in
the
cupboard
of
some
remote
farm
correspondence solicited.
PRK
—At the business meeting of the
house, has saved life when sudden and acute disease
has developed In the night. Many are now living in old
Ladies’ Social union Tuesday evening,
'o m F
age who owe their lives to this remedy. You can safely
Miss Minnie Vining resigned as secretary j
S. L. Savage,
put your trust in a remedy th at has stood the test of nearly
and
treasurer
of
the
union
and
Mrs.
A.
a c e n t u r y and g a i n e d s u c h a h ig h r e p u t a t i o n
5
:h e v
Carriage work and wood work of ever)
description done in a workmanlike manner M. Greenwood wras chosen to fill that
Lower floor connecting with Rideout’s new office during the remainder of the year.
Sp
blacksmith shop.
l' l lilt.
In the spring it was voted that each ;
HNTM
lady of the society should earn a dollar i
l lCfi, 1
SENT FREE
during the summer and that this fall an
hrongK
“experience” meeting should be held,
Prints at 5c and 6c.
’urify u
to h o u s e k e e p e r s A majority of the ailments of humanity begin, or are accompanied, with inflam
when the money would be turned over J
mation, and it is by controlling and removing this condition that J o h n s o n ’s A n o 
Donett
Flannels
marked
clown
from
10c
to*9c
yd.
to the society. It was decided Tuesday
d y n e L i n i m e n t cures widely different diseases, such as colds, coughs, croup,
LIEBIG COMPANY'S
Outing Flannels at 5c, 7c, 9c and 10c yd.
catarrh, bronchitis, la grippe, lameness- colic, cramps, diarrhoea, cholera morbus,
evening to hold the meeting in Bates
bites, bruises, burns, stings, chafing and pain and inflammation in any part of the
8 Webs of Plaiti and C hecked O uting at 7 i-2 c, worth oc
hall, Tuesday evening, November 21, A j
body. Sold in two size bottles, 25c. and 50c., the larger size being the more econom
Look w
ical; it holds three times as much.
supper will be served, and entertain- j
quality and convince yourself.
EXTRACT OF BEEF
I.
S.
JOHNSON
&
CO.,
22
Custom
House
St.,
Boston,
Mass.
ment given which shall include poems
Write for a free copy of " Treatment for Diseases and Care of the Sick Room."
1000 yds 40-in H ill M ill Cotton Rem nants at 6c, worth 6 3 - 4 C
by the ladies telling how their dollars
cotton market- tb-day.
were earned.
Bed Blankets from 50c to $3.So.
TFLLING HOW TO PREPARE MANY
—A box supper was held at T. G.
We
DELICATE AND DELICIOUS DISHES
JUST S E C U R E D
Address, Liebig Co. P. O. B o x 2718, New York Hamden’s last Wednesday evening for
the benefit of Rev. E. V. Wheeler. The
boxes were sold at auction and a collec
The sum of $6.00 was
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ tion taken.
realized. The evening was vei’y much
They are the . .
Printing for
enjoyed by all present.
One young
at 30 per cent below the regular price
Is T h e N e w T h i n g
on account o f damaged
gentleman after bidding high for a box
which are all fixed good and solid. '
found
that
its
owner
had
sent
the
box,
—
Entertainm ent.
In C A 1 E S and JA CK.E l b I can show the best line
but had remained at home. He did not
in town and LA
are low.
wTant to be cheated out of his supper
The Phonograph’s job
A nd one of the best
with the lady even though a somewhat
th ir
printing department
is
long walk was necessary. They say the
things out. Every pair w ar
a t tl
equipped for rushing or
young man made the mile and a half
ranted. Way up!
Better
ders of posters, flyers, pro
distance between the farms in double
have a pair. Sold by
My stock of W I N T E R CAPS iust
quick time. He stoutly affirms that the
grams, etc., for entertain
It gives a quiet, rich and rest
in at prices from 2 sc t 1
Just think of a good
supper
was
worth
the
walk,
besides
the
ments. First-class work
FREMONT
SC
AMMAN,
ful
appearance
to
the
room,
which
man of the house harnessed and carried
My line o f'W IN T E R T O O T W E A R t P '
in every instance.
him back to the social.
PHILLIPS, UPPER VILLAGE, ME. are very essential features to good
New line of B A L L B R A N D R U B BE Ro ° ' n ^ eto*
We have a special price
rm e
.^1-,.-^
r.__ ,*
JYUism .kb*, w arranted.

Ladies’ Hosiery.

Warm Lined

A

Boots and Slippers ia
For Cold Weathc

Is

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON, PMllips. Me

Physician & Surgeon, Phillits, Me.

D R . H. H. T U K E Y ,

G. B. S E D G E L

Froi»A adi 6 0 D
T«McK in le y

Johnson
LINIMENT

DRY . GOODS

SHEPARD
T h e B a r g a in s T o -d a y a r e :

COOK B O O K -

What Are Those? GOLDEN BIRCH

50 Horse Blankets

BALL . BAND ,

Chamber Furniture, OVERCOATS, MEN’S AND BOYS’, AT

New A dvertisem ents .

on plain dance orders.
We can furinsh the most
elaborate programs for
balls Ask to see samples
of our work.

J- W . B r a c k e t t , Prop’r.,
Phillips, Maine
Telephone connections.

^

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

N O T IC E .

Printing for entertainments is done in
a first-class manner at, short notice at
Dr. J. It. K i t t r i d g e ,
the P honograph office.

JL

Worms?
(

If a child is ailing don’t neglect to test^ k
for worms. Give several doses of

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR I

If worms are present they will he expelled. A harmless B
vegetable tonic, making rich, pure blood. At your drug- B
gists, 35o. D r. J. F. T r u e Ar Co. A u b u rn , M e . ^ B

The Sweet Maiden soap is to he found
at W. A. D. Cragiu’s. Only 5 cents a
cake, highly perfumed.
Ball Band rubbers are to be had at
Fremont Scamman’s.
The Hinkley Clothing company have
a lot of 100 overcoats which they adver
tise at a low price.
Bangs & Bell call the attention of the
ladies to the Glenwood ranges with beat
indicator, in their advertisement. This
company have a full line of builders’
supplies.
K. H. Shepard inserts an advertise
ment giving some bargain figures in
prints, Donqtt flannels, outings, cotton
remnants, bed blankets, horse blankets
and other goods.

sleeping apartments.

to $ 2.00.

L eggins, Mittens, G

You w ill find the above men

D e n t i s t , tioned furniture in my store, also
of F a r m i n g t o n , M a i n e .

WILL BE AT
Hotel Franklin, Strong, Nov. 9, 1899.
Lewis Reed’s, Reed’s Mill, Nov. 10,
Oquossoc House, Rangeley, Nov. 11, 12 and
13 a in.
Greene’s Farm House, Copiin, Nov. 14.
Shaw House, Eustls, Nov. 15.
Dr. Proctor’s, Weld, Nov. 21
B. D. Rand’s Berry Mills, Nov. 22.
Magalloway, Nov. 23 to Dec. 6 .
The rest of the time at ids office, 64 Main
street, Farm ington where lie will be olease'1
to see ail in need of his services.
All
operation;- pertaining to dentistry carefully
performed. Special attention given to pie
serving the natural teeth. Teeth e x t r a c t e d
Artificial work o
carefu lly done
.
----- --------- plates are made
All work w arranted.
Satisfaction guar
anteed.
Entrance 64 Main St., n ext door to C. E
Marr’s drug store.

Shoe Moccasins from $ i . i r
etc. etc., at

THE RIGHT PI

other new things that I selected
while in the city, both in
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SHEPARD’S.
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F u rn itu re
and Jew elry.
I have just received a new lot of
Bamboo Book Racks.

A. M ,

G re e n w o o d ,

J e w e l r y a nd F u r n i t u r e .

Phillips . Phonograp
$1.00 a Year.
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Rangeley.

Pure and
Sweet

Ether Smith and wife have returned
from Madrid, where they have been vis
iting.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Wing of Madrid,
visited in Rangeley over Sunday.
Abram Ross is having the upper part
of his store finished into a tenement
Louse. John Haley is to have the rent.
Miss Susie Russell of Canton Point
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Melvin
Tibbetts, on Main street.
A very quiet wedding took place at
the home of Julia Hinkley last week,
the contracting parties being her
daughter, Miss Grace and Mr. Barbour.
Rev. S. Wakely performed the cere
mony.
Willie Tibbetts and wife will live at
Indian Rock this winter.
J . A. Russell and Natt Carr are at
Elm Ridge camp on a hunting trip
Eugene Soule is having his boathouse,
hack of A. M. Hoai’s, shingled.
Lyman Kempton, of the Rangeley
Mercantile Co., is taking a vacation
from the store, the first time iu two
years.
Daisy Oakes is at work at the Oquossoc House.
G. A. Proctor, who has been in Bos
ton and New York, returned Monday.
Harvey Tibbetts is at work for Dana
Hinkley driving a team.
His brother,
Sherman Tibbetts, is at work on Emery
Haley’s new building.
Mrs. Almon Gifford of Fairbanks,
who has been visiting at her sister’s,
Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley, returned to
Phillips, Monday.
There wa« a pie supper, entertain
ment and sociable at Furbish hall, .Sat
urday evening, given by the schools.
The entertainment cons’sted of read
ings, recitations and both instrumental
and vocal music. It was a success in
every way and over $8.00 were taken.
The schools throughout the town will
close next Friday.
Mrs. Josie Hinkley Seamman of Weld
aud husband were at Rangeley last
week to be present at the marriage of
Mrs. Scammau’s sister, Miss Grace
Hinkley.
Frank Davenport and wife have been
visiting Mr. Davenport’s mother, Mrs.
Ether Smith recently.

Editor Sees Wonders.
Editor W. V. Barry of Lexington,
Tenn., in exploring Mammoth Cave,
contracted a severe case of Piles. His
quick cure through using Buckleu’s
Arnica Salve convinced him it is another
world’s wonder. Cures Piles, Injuries,
Inflammation, and all Bodily Eruptions.
Only 25c, at W. A. D. Cragin’s.

Is the S k in S calp H air and
H ands P reserved Purified
and Beautified by

Weld.

It removes the cause of disfiguring eruptions, loss of
hair and baby blemishes, viz.: The clogged, irritated,
inflamed or sluggish condition of the P O R E S . C U TICURA SO A P combines delicate emollient properties
derived from C U T IC U R A , the great skin cure, with the
purest of cleansing ingredients and most refreshing of
flower odors.
No other medicated soap ever com
pounded is to be compared with it for preserving, purify
ing, and beautifying the skin, scalp, hair, and hands. No
other foreign or domestic soap, however expensive, is to
be compared with it for all the uses of the toilet, bath,
and nursery. Thus it combines in O N E SO A P at ONE
PRICE — namely, 2 5 C E N T S — the best skin and
complexion soap, and the best toilet and baby soap in
the world

lvus Swett aud Mearl Witliam each
shot a deer on Holt hill, about half a
mile from the village recently.
It is reported that a bobbin mill is to
be located here, and possibly spool
making in [connection.
Everything
seems to be satisfactory and if the
freight rates are reasonable it is liable
! to he something more than report.
Dea. Timothy Frye celebrated his 90th
birthday Oct 19th.
There were bej tween fifty and sixty people present,
j Deacon Frye is very smart for a person
J of Lis age. He seldom misses going to
churchy sometimes going wThen the
; weather is such that people much
younger think it too severe for them to
face.
j
Mrs. Dora Jones has gone to Phillips,
to work in the Phillips Hotel.
Mr. E. E. Payne one afternoon recently
shot four partridges.
He was away
from the house fifteen minutes. Rather
quick work.
Val Tobin shot a deer in the planta
tion recently.
Bearce & Wilson of Lewiston have
a logging crew in town building a set of
camps on Big Jacksoa mountain.|
Dr. H. B. Palmer of Farmington was
called last Saturday in consultation
with Dr. Procter in the illness of two
children in the family of Mr. Scott
Swett.
The sickness was pronounced
diphtheria and the family have been
quarantined and every precaution taken
to prevent the spread of the disease.
Some two weeks ago a little daughter
of Mr. Swett died after a very short
illness of what was pronounced mem
braneous croup, and there seemed to be
no symptoms of diphtheria.

Speedy C ure T r e a t m e n t f o r Stch ing , B u r n i n g , S c a ly H u m o r s .

It will not he a surprise to any who
are at all familiar with the good qualities
1of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, to
Price, T H E S E r . $1.23, or. SO YIV2 c.;O IX l'MENT,50<y ; EE-< >LVE\'T (half-size),50c. Sold
know that people everywhere take
throughout the worl 1. POT PER DRUG & OlEM . CO RP., Sole Props., Boston. “ Howto
Purify and Beautify Baby's r-kiu, Scam, Iln ir,a J Hands,'1 free.
pleasure in relating their experience in
: the use of that splendid medicine and in
IMS |telling of the benefit they have received
from it, of had colds it has cured, of
i threatened attacks of pneumonia it has
j averted and of the children it lias saved
I from attacks of croup and whooping
cough. It is a grand, good medicine.
For sale by W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips;
L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield ; E. H. Whitney.
We hav* a full line. Ant' P A R L O R STO V E S? We have
§
<
Rangeley; C. E. Dyer, Strong.
^
the best line in the County.
VVe have added
li t Baths wi.h CUTICUR.Y SOAP to cleanse the skin, gentle anointings with OUTKJURA

OINTMENT to heal the bkin, and mild doses of CUTICUR.Y RESOLVENT to cool the blood.

V W HAT IS YO UR W A N T ?

r

Any Doors or W in d o w s? g

Y

largely to our

*

P A IN T S , OILS

AND

5
3

7

V A R N I S H ES

Q
and now have a very choice line. O
O

Six Frightful Failures.

NOVEMBER

10, 1 899.

D1NIEL HOY I DEAD.
Formerly a Business Man of P hil
lips for Many Years.
Farmington Matters as Learned
by Our ( orrespondent.
[Special Correspondence to the P h o n o g r a p h .]

F a r m in g t o n , Me ., N ov. 7, 1899.
Mr. Daniel Hoyt, a well known and
estimable citizen of Farmington for
many years, died very suddenly at 8.15
o’clock Saturday morning, of congestion
of the lungs, combined with symptoms
of pneumouia. Mr. Hoyt was not feel
ing very well Friday but was out as
usual, and got his mail at the post office
that night.
Ho retired at bis usual
hour, and soon after midoight was
taken with a severe chill.
Dr. A. G.
Howard was called, but his services
were of no avail and Mr. Hoyt sank
rapidly until his death.
Mr. Hoyt was
a native of Pniliips, the son of the late
Samuel ftoyt, and lived on Tory hill
in his younger days
Some forty-five
or fifty years ago he moved into Phil
lips village and operated a sawmill on
the spot where the Hescock & Atwood
mill now stands, in the upper village.
He moved to Farmington many years
ago, and long occupied his aitractive
home on Main street, just south of the
Trust Company block.
He never mar
“ Doctor, what is free alkali? ”
ried, and his two maiden sisters, Misses
The alkali used in the manufacture of soap is a strong chemical
Ann and Jane Hoyt have kept house for
him and occupied his home with him,
and is destructive of animal and vegetable tissue.
since he moved to this town. Mr. Hoyt
Pure soap is harmless, but when the soap is carelessly or dis
was about 77 years old and was one of
honestly made, alkali is left in it and it is then said to be * free.’ Soap
the wealthiest men in town. He has
lived a quiet life and has never been
containing free alkali should not be used where it may do damage.
actively connected with public affairs,
“
In the medical profession, in sickness, in surgery and in the
or with church affairs for that matter,
though his peip e are Free Baptists.
hospitals we use Ivory Soap because it is pure and contains no
In business Mr. Hoyt has long been a
free alkali."
broker conducting his affairs at his
home, which is almost iu the heart of
IVORY SOAP IS 9 9 o PER CENT. PURE.
the village.
He was a great worker
COPYRIGHT 1883 BY TH E PROCTER a G AM BLE CO. C IN C IN NA TI
about his premises, and his garden has
always been one of the best kept and
most attractive in town.
The funeral
was held at Mr. Hoyt’s late home at 3
o’clock Monday afternoon, and the re
West Freeman.
Adams visited at Horace L. Voter’s
mains were taken to Phillips for burial
Craig and Fuller of Farmington have Saturday and Sunday.
on the morniDg train Tuesday.
finished pressing twenty tons of hay for
Mr. Leon Thomas of Kid^field was at
Benj. Dodge, on his home farm. They home over Sunday.
The meeting of the Every Monday also pressed fifteen tons that Mr. Dodge
X. Y. Z.
club this week, which occurred in the bought.
Normal building Monday evening, was
Orren Braculey has built a sap house
one of the most interesting of the and bought an evaporator and other fix
season, the leading features being a tures of G. II. Grimm & Co., through
Brave Explorers
continuation of the “Lady of the Lake” their agent, Mr. Chas. Dolbier of KingLike
Stanley
and Livingston, found
bv Miss Hortense M. Merrill, and “ Cur field.
it harder to overcome Malaria, Fever
rent Events in the United States” by
R. A Dyer, Benj. Dodge and A. D. and Ague, and Typhoid disease germs
Mrs. H. M. Scales. The programme for
next Mondav evening includes the con Whitney have each laid aqueducts, than savage cannibals: hut thousands
have found that Electric Bitters is a
clusion of “The Lady of the Lake,” bringing water into their houses.
Daniel Sedgeley is doing chores for wonderful cure for all malarial diseases.
by Miss Merrill, a”d “The Distin
guished Inventors of the Period,” by Chas. Hutchins, who has taken a log If you have chills with fever, aches in
Mrs. J . H. Thompson.
The club is ging chance in Salem on the west side back of neck and head, and tired wornof Mt. Abram. Mr. Hutchins expects out feeling, a trial will convince you of
growing iu size and interest.
their merit. W. A Null of Webb, 111.,
Prof. George C. Purington of Farm to yard 1,000,000 spruce and several writes: “My children suffered for more
L. A.
ington State Normal school delivered a hundred cords of white birch*.
than a year with chills and fever; then
temperance lecture in the Wilton Con Worthley of Strong, has contracted to tw-o bottles of Electric Bitters cured
gregational church un^er the auspices of haul from the yard to Dodge’s mill.
them.” Only 50 cents.
Try them.
J . H. Ramsdell has shingled his Guaranteed. Sold by W. A. D. Cragin.
the W. C. T. U of that town. Friday
evening next he will deliver an address stable, built an ice house and other
before the Pi-oataquis Educational asso ways improved his buildings this fall.
ciation at Monson, and another at the
Herbert Walker, who has been at
same place Saturday.
work at Kingfield the past two years,
’ FA© SJ&dns' wham Woman tWes&t
Thursday evening the relatives of Mr. is at home sick with a bad cold,
Con su lt.
: Dr. Greene, SI, Temple P I B o s t o n , Mass., disand Mrs. T. L. Stewart gave them a threatened with pneumonia.
’
coverer
o
f
that
g
reatest
re f o r women suffering
surprise party, it being the 35th anni
N. B. Davenport is at work for A. R. : fr o m ill health, fe m a le cu
com plaints or other disversary of their wedding day. They Sedgeley cutting sap wood.
; eases, Dr. Greene’s N ervura, an d icho is without
were invited to take supper with their
N. Carville has been rebuilding his [ doubt the most skilfu l and successful woman's
son, Oliver- P. Stewart, aud were there chimneys. Mr. Lambert of Strong was [ physician in the world, gives consultation, advice
1 and counsel f r e e o f charge, to women who w rite
met by quite a family gathering. Their the m aso D .
» him about their cases. All comm unications are
daughter, Miss Charlotte B. Stewart, I
Mrs. J . H. Ramsdell spent several >confidential, an d he will tell you exactly how to
read an original poem appropriate to
’ cu re y ou r case.
,
.........................
>. .««<
the occasion, aud some handsome ster days this week with her parents, Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
K.
Hawes,
in
Strong.
S.
ling silverware was presented to them
as souvenirs of the happy event.
Mr
Miss Helen Lovejoy returned home
and Mrs. Stewart have spent most of
Franklin County Beal Estate.
their married life in Farmington, and last week from East Wilton, where she
The following are the latest real es
have a large circle of well-wishing has been at work for the past few
weeks.
tate transfers as recorded in the Fiankfriends.
Miss May Huff is at Kingfield at work lin County Registry of Deeds.
Mrs. Harley Greenwood has gone to
Elkhart, Ind., to spend the winter. in the hotel.
T em p le—G eorge H Je n k in s to F r a n k W
Mr. G’ eeviwo -d will join her ffiter.
Mrs. W. E. Goldsmith was in Strong B u tle r of F a rm in g to n , an u n div ided h a lf o f a
p
iece
o f land , $1, (q u it;) W W H aw es, to
Mr. and Mu. I. B. Russell drove to last Saturday.
F r a n k H W elch and E I K en n iso n , an u n 
Watervi le Friday, and returned Sunday
Miss Bertha Mnrden of FarmingtoD, divided h a lf of a p iece o f land , §1 an d o th er
ab le co n sid eration , (q u it;) F r a n k H
accompanied by Mrs. RusseT’s son, Mr visited her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. vWalu
elch and E I K en n ison to G eorge H Je n k in s ,
H. L. Simpson, whose marriage to Miss Edward Murden, this week.
an undivided h a lf of a p iece o f lan d , $1 and
lola Russell, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
alu ab le co n sid eration , (q u it;) G eorge
Mr. Wm. Childs was at home over o thJ eern vkin
s to F r a n k W B u tle r of F arm in g to n ,
F. H. Russell, takes place in a few- days. Sunday from Salem, where he is work H
an u n div ided h a lf o f a p iece o f land , $75
Dr. Harry Hitchcock of Strong has ing in the woods.
(quit.)
been in Farmington the past week afMiss Lolu Brown, who has been in New V in e y ard —Lym an F F a le s of F a rm in g tending to the business of Dr. Alfred poor health for the past few weeks, was ton to M attie L P a rk e r , lan d , §1 and o th e r
v alu ab le co n sid eration , (w ar.)
Hitchcock, wlio is ill.
able to attend church last Sunday.
New Sh aro n —H enry K R an d an d E m ily F
Dr. Frances H. Russell is on the sick
Mr. E. S. Webster aud family visited
n d to W allace B F o lle tt, la n d and b u ild
list, and is unable to be out. He is at Mrs. Webster’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rmags,
$700, (w ar.)
tended by Dr. H. B. Palmer.
C. H. Caison, last Sunday.
In d u stry —L le w e lly n N orton of F a rm in g to n
to A rth u r T Moor o f F a rm in g to n , land , $1
Mrs. J . C. Metcalf is in Bethel v is itMrs. Charles Carson is quite sick.
and o th e r v alu ab le co n sid eration , (w ar.)
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Seth
Mrs. W. B. Haines, who has been C arth age—D av id T J o n e s o f P ittsfie ld to H
Walker.
quite sick, is gaining, slowly.
M Low e o f T u rn er, lan d , $100, (w ar.)
John Grounder, youngest son of Mr.
Miss Fannie Murden of Avon spent Sandy R iv er P la n ta tio n —P ru d ie S tetso n to
and Mrs. George Grounder, about 21 Saturday and Sunday with her grand Am os T T rue o f S tro n g an d W ill B e rry of
adrid, land , $1 and o th er v alu ab le consid 
years old, took two spoonfuls of aconite parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Murden. M
era tio n , (q u it.)
Saturday, mistaking it for a harmless
Mrs. Luther Childs has gone to Phil F a rm in g to n —Jo se p h C H olm an, a d m in is
medicine. He was made very ill aud at lips to work for her daughter, Mrs. tra to r of th e e sta te o f W illiam T rue, la te of
F a rm in g to n , to G eorge M C urrier, h om estead
first it was supposed that his life was in Sidney Hinkley, who is quite sick
on M ain stre e t, $1375, (adinr.)
danger.
Dr. Harry Hitchcock was
Mr.
Calvin
Durrell
has
gone
to
KingF re e m a n —C h arles H M orton o f New V in e 
hastily summoned aud gave the young field to work iu the mill.
yard to Alonzo P R ich ard s, land , $75, (w ar;)
man relief. Grounder was a very sick
A lex a n d e r P W elch to W illiam W elch, h om e
Mr. Will Lufkin and Mr. Frank stead fa rm , $219, (quit.)
young man for some time but was much
better Sunday and is now well on the
way to recovery.

Stony Brook, Stratton.

Six terrible failures of six different
doctors nearly sent W. N. Mullen of
! Lockwood, O., to an ear y grave.
All
j said he had a fatal lung trouble and that
he must soon die. But he was urged to
try Dr. King’s New Discovery for. Con
sumption. After taking five bottles he
was entirely cured. It is positively
guaranteed to cure all diseases of Throat
Chest and Lungs, including Coughs,
Colds, La Grippe, Pneumonia, Bron
chitis, Asthma, Hay Fever, Croup,
Whooping Cough. 50c and $1.00. Trial
bottle free at W. A. D. Cragin’s.

L. T. Hines has contracted with the
Crockertown Lumber company to haul
* if*
2,000,000 feet of lumber this winter.
* LADIES T A K E N O T I C E . . . .
The Crockertow-n Lumber Co. will
%
build two mills this winter. One will be
OurGLENWOOD RANGES with the Heat Indicator is the greatest
built one mile from the Ed Brackett
thing out, Don’t have to kepp opening the door of the oven. Ju st look Z
place, so called, and the other will be
at the Indicator, th at will tell yon. C >me In and see them.
two miles from there.
QJ
J
W. D Smith the railroad contractor
BANGS & S E L L , Phillips, flame.
is getting along well on the work on the
O
extension of the railroad.
At the
present time lie has about 125 men at
work on the road.
Grange liall, North Chesterville, Fridav
Farmers’ Institutes For Franklin Nov.
17.
J i
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Fisk and Mr. and
County.
10.30 A. M. “ Stock Fodders and Methods of
Carthage.
Mrs. C. E Shepard of Hartford, Conn.,
i
t»
T e<Mllrg>” by Sec. B. W. McKeen.
Dr. who have been stopping at camp Mt.
Mrs. E. G. Berry is quite sick.
The farmers’ institutes for Franklin 1.30 p . M . Soil Improvements and MainteBigelow the past two weeks, left for
w nT
F ertility ,” by Prof. Chas. Proctor of Weld is attending her.
county will be held next week with
W. Burkett.
Mrs. Betsey Winter of Carthage is at home Monday taking with them a fine
dates, places and programs as follows:
i .SOp . m . “Dairy Form and Breeding,” by
the Maine General hospital, where she doe deer.
Prof. G. M. Gowell.
Mystic Valley Grange hall, East Dixfield,
Monday, N ov, 13. Joint meeting for Oxford
went for surgical treatment.
B. Wa l k e r McK e e s , Sec’y.
Ed Wescott and George Snell of
and Fran k lin c o u n t i e s .
E.
P. and W. W. Goodwin were calledMadison each got a deer recently.
10.30a. m. “Stock Fodders and Methods of
to
Kennebuukport
last
week,
on
account
Mr Snell’s was a buck with a very pretty
Feeding,” by Sec. B. W. McKeen. ;
HuwV This!
of the death of their father.
e 30 p .
“Dairy Form and Breeding,” by
set of horns.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Rew ard for
„
Prof. G. H. Gowell of Orono.
Damon Bros, of Berry Mills, will buy
any
case
of
Catarrh
that
cannot
be
cured
bv
“30 p, m. “Soil Improvement and Mainte Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
£j
Joseph Carnigan of Turner will haul
about
700
cords
of
birch
the
coming
nance of Fertility,” by Chas. W.
winter, which they will saw for Merrill 2,000,000 feet of lumber for the Crocker
F . J . CHENEY & CO., P ro p ., Toledo, O.
Burkett, professor of agriculture ]
town Lumber Co. this winter.
He has
at New Hampshire Agricultural
We the undersigned, have known F . J . Che & Co., Dixfield.
college, Durham, N. H.
ney for the last 15 years, and believe him p er
Goodwin Bros, have enlarged their come with four horses and a crew of
Grange liall, East Wilton, Tuesday, Nov, 14. fectly honorable in all business transactions mill and will put in machinery for saw men to build camps.
He expects to
and financially able to carry out any obliga
feame program as at East- Dixfield.
have twelve horses in the woods.
ing birch.
Franklin Grange hall,
Wilton, Tuesday tions made by their firm.
afternoon, Nov. 14.
W es t & TrtUAX, Wholesale Druggists. Toledo,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fotter and
L30 P. M. “Soil Improvement and Mainte
Ohio.
Transferred.
children, Daisy and Roland, visited
nance of F ertility ,” by Prof. Chas. Warding , K inn an & Ma r v in , Wholesale
W. Burkett, followed by “Home
Mrs. Fotter’s parents in Kingfield last
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Grown Dairy Foods,” by Sec. B. W.
F.
W. Devoe & Co. have transferredweek.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
McKeen.
1
the
agency
for
Devoe
Lead
and
Zinc
Bells Hall, Strong, Wednesday, Nov. lo. acting directly upon the blood and mucous
Joshua Collins of North Chesterville
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Paintto W. A. D. Cragin, who will
Same program as at East Dixfield.
Methodist church, Temple, Thursday, Nov. Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.
carry instock a full line ofthis paint— and a party of friends are in town after
Hall’s Fam ily Pills are the best.
“ • Same program as at East Dixfield.
deer.
5 colors.
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A MAGAZINE FREE.

‘ 'Hundreds of well known leal people cured by this new force.” That expression was
Ihe nun-net which drew an investigating Boston newspaper man. The demonstrator, Fran
cis Truth, grasped with his right hand the right hand of the reporter. The sensation was
as if an engine in Mr. Truth’s body was pumping electric waves into the body of his sub
ject. "There is no doubt lnit what I feel th at,” the newspaper man said. “ It is not like
electricity.” Mr. Truth replied: I have had scientists say that surely I was in connection
leetrie --------,
battery, but I have convinced them that it .is not electricity.”
with an *ele-----, , .
, "W h at
is the power, then?” " I do not know. It has always been with me, and the only t.ung
I can say, or that I ought to say, is that it is a gift from God. I know that it is a force,
a powerful, well-defined, but harmless force, which actually at! rets the patient, as bo
knows by his own knowledge—and that It areonpl'shes results. In other words, it cures.’

a

wmmmm, m w s

Physicians ask Mr. Truth why he. has more patients than a dozen doctors. The only
answer lo this is that people who are sick want to get well, and they are quick to visit
and talk with a man who can make them w. 11. There is a bureau of correspondence in
charge of Mrs. Truth, to whom women write, and if they hesitate to express the nature of
their troubles to a man. they have the assurance that only Mrs. Truth sees their letters
and that their confidences are kept inviolate. The absent treatment is the great feature of
the institute. Persons at a distance am treated as effectually as those at home. The
office methods are those of the best. buMness establishments, and are characterized by the
same methods of integrity and faith-kdeping.

FRANCIS TROTH, THE ei¥EHE TEALER,
6 A B o w d o in S q u a r e , B o s to n , M a s s
Write and he will send his monthly Magazine, “ The Divine Healer,” F R E E f o r si.
Thousands of ailments and diseases cured by his absent treatment.

Pleare mention this paper when writing to advert sers.

PH ILLIPS
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Among the Churches.

TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.
—Mrs. Harry Trask visited in Weld
last week.

How Mrs. Pinkham
HELPED MRS. GOODEN.

—Mr. John H. Lufkin is ill and ap
pendicitis is feared.
[ L E T T * * TO MRS. PINKHAM NO. 12,733]
—Miss Mabel Pratt of Weld is work
“ I am very grateful to you for your
ing for H. B. Austin.
|kindness and the interest you have
—Mr. James Russell of Farmington taken in me, and truly believe your
medicines and advice are worth more
was in Phillips last week.
—Mrs. Rose Harnden has recently to a woman than all the doctors in the
world. For years I had female troubles
visited relatives in Newry.
and did nothing for them. Of course
—Mr. H. 6 . Kenniston is studying I became no better and finally broke
law with H. F. Beedy, Esq.
down entirely.
My troubles began
—Mr. B. A. Davenport was at home with inflammation and hemorrhages
from Rangeley over Sunday.
from the kidneys, then inflammation,
—Mr. Dolley of Portland is visiting congestion and falling of the womb
his daughter, Mrs. J . H. Rollin.
and inflammation of ovaries.
“ I underwent local treatm ent every
—The ladies of the F. B. circle will
serve a baked bean supper at Bates ball day for some time; then after nearly
next Tuesday evening. An entertain two months the doctor gave me permis
ment is being prepared.
The annual sion to go back to work. I went back,
oyster supper of this circle will be one but in less than a week was com
of the events of the near future.
pelled to give up and go to bed. On
—Mr. A. B. Morton and Mr. Stanley breaking down the second time, I de
Savage since Oct. 18, have caught fifteen cided to let doctors and their medicine
foxes. Ten were caught within a week, alone and try your remedies. Before
catching three one day and three the the first bottle was gone I felt the ef
next day. A few days after they visited fects of it. Three bottles of Lydia E.
their traps and got four more.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and a
—Dr. J . H. Rollin has found the wood package of her Sanative Wash did me
cock shooting around Phillips very good more good than all the doctors’ treat
this fall. Up to date he has secured ments and medicine.
twenty-seven birds. Ilis dog, a Gordon
“ The first remark that greets me
setter, works very well indeed although
a young dog and this is his first hunt now is ‘How much better you look!’ and
you may be sure I never hesitate to tell
ing.
the cause of my health.”—Mb s . E. J.
—Mr. E. E. Sawyer, who was formerly G oo d en , A c k l e y , 1 a .
in business in Phillips, but lately resid
ing in Sioux City, Iowa, writes the P ho
nograph that he will be at Ayer, Mass.,
lU l.fi OF NORTH FRANKLIN
for a time now. He says: ‘‘All well
and doing nicely.
Weather fine; no
cold weather or snow yet.”
—Mrs. Harriett Voter is visiting her
—In A. P. Young’s letter in our last sister, Mrs. Laura A. Luce, in Portland.
issue, the paragraph referring to two
—Mr. Will Skolfield has been sufferfields should have read “on 205 acres, ing severely recently with boils o n bis
not a fence, stump or stone.”
Mr. bands.
Young writes us that 25 acres looks
very small, would hardly be considered
—G. A. French and Will B angs drove
more than a good sized garden.
a big flock of sheep to North Anson last
—Mr. Chas. Burditt and sister of An Friday.
dover are the guests of Dr. and Mrs. H.
—Miss Evie Berry of Rangeley was
H. Tukey this week. Mr. Burditt and the guest of Miss Carrie Boston over
his sister are taking a carriage drive Sunday.
through this county. Mr. Burditt has
—Miss Maud Lamb, who has been
served Capt. Barker in the capacity of
clerk and postmaster for the past three visiting in Phillips, returned to Rangeley last Saturday.
—Mr. A. A. Morrell has taken rent in
—Mrs. N. K. Wbittemore recently
passed a subscription paper among the the A. S. Pratt house, recently vacated
townspeople and secured money to pur by Mr. Hiram Phillips.
chase a nice wheel chair and other pres
—Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jacobs ol Jeffer
ents for Master Norman Shepard, who son, M. H., are visiting his brother,
has been an invalid and unable to walk William Jacobs, of Phillips.
since childhood, for which he is very
—Mr. Fred'Voter, who has been visit
thankful.
ing in New Vineyard for the past week,
—Messrs. Geo. R. Colby of Boston returned to Phillips Monday.
and H. B. Merry of Noith Anson have
—Mr. Ernest Haley of Rangeley vis
been in North Franklin for some days
recently buying wool, sheep and cattle. ited his wife in Phillips over Sunday.
In Phillips they got large lots of wool of Mrs. Haley still remains very ill.
Parker and Haley, Wilbur and Byron
—Woodman Bubier and Ulysses
and M. W. Records, besides several Jacobs have gone to Salem to work for
smaller lots from farmers in town, in all Mr. Chas. Hutchins on spruce the com
something like 150,000 pounds.
The ing winter.
total amount bought in Phillips, RangeMr. and Mrs. Sam Dolly and their
ley and adjoining towns, was about
granddaughter, Miss Folsom, of Read
300,000 pounds.
held, were the guests of relatives in
—Next Monday, November 13, astron town last week.
omers tell us that the display of meteors
—All members of Hope Rebekah
will equal the display of the same date
in 1833 From 3 o’clock a. m., till day Lodge, No. 89, are especially requested
light of Nov. 13, 1833, large numbers of to be present at the regular meeting
shooting stars were seen throughout the this Friday evening.
western hemisphere, and the path of
—At the last meeting of the Jr. O. U.
these meteors was directed from a point A. M. council in Phillips three candi
in the constellation Leo.
The falling dates were initiated and a baked bean
meteors looked as thick as the large supper was served.
snowflakes often seen in March.
Tins
—All members of Sandy River Lodge,
year, as in 1833, says an authority, the
meteors will appear from the northeast, K. of P., are especially requested to be
but later they will come from mid present at the regular meeting, Thurs
heavens, exploding with a hail of blue day evening, November 16.
and green light.
—Mrs. Lura Twombly, who has been
visiting in Everett, Mass., for several
weeks, has returned to Phillips, where
she will pass the winter.
-M r. Earle Carr of Strong, who has
been employed in the spool mill at Dix
field for several months past, is now
working at the P honograph office.
—Mr. Chas. Cushman and Ml Guy
Everett are on a few days’ ^vacation.
Mr. Joe Boston is taking Mr. Cushman’s
place as baggage master on the Sandy
River passenger train.
—The people of the fourteen towns
which make up northern Franklin
county, can be reached through no other
newspaper
but
the P h o n o g ra ph .
Every family reads the paper.
How is this?
—The regular meeting of James E.
Perhaps sleepless nights
Cushman Post, G. A. R., next week will
caused it, or grief, or sick
be an inspection meeting and all com
ness, or perhaps it was care.
rades are especially requested to be
No matter what the cause,
present Thursday evening, Nov. 16.
you cannot wish to look old
at thirty.
—Mr. M. W. Harden, who has been at
Gray hair is starved hair.
Carrabassett, returned home Friday of,
The hair bulbs have been
I last week. Although he failed to bring
deprived of proper food or
j back a deer he got a shot at one, in fact,
proper nerve force.
j two shots, but the deer was on the jump
! and Moses failed to hit him.

and

Auer’s

A Phillips Woman Asks:
Have you a ll tor paint that will wear
two weeks?” “Yes.
We’ve got one
that wears two years. Varnish makes
it cost 5 cents more a quart though;
Devoe’s Varnish Floor and Piazza Paint
is its name.” W. A. D. Cragin.

Vigor
increases the circulation In
the scalp, gives more power
to the nerves, supplies miss
ing elements to the hair
bulbs.
Used according to direc
tions, gray hair begins to
show color in a few days.
Soon it has all the softness
and richness of youth and
the color of early life returns.
Would you like our book
on the Hair? We will gladly
send it to you.

W rSto us I
If you do not obtain all the
benefits you expected from
the Vigor, write the doctor
about it. He may be able to
suggest something of value
to you. Address, Dr. J. C.
Ayer C o., Lowell, Mass.

PHONOCRAPH

Salem.
Calvert Perry shot a deer Tuesday.
Mrs. Julia Heath is at Farmington.
S. H. Beedy of Phillips was in town
Saturday.
Ralph Knowlton of Strong was in
town this week.
Geo F. Briggs’s family are moving to
Farmington.
R. H. Cunningham made a business
trip to Stratton this week.
W. S. Dodge is shipping a large quan
tity of birch edgings to Lewiston.
Ernest Voter of Farmington stopped
over Sunday at R. L. Heath’s.
Dunham Bros, have begun lumbering
operations, having moved into camp
the first of the week.
R oscoe.

Paint Your Baggy for 75c
with Devoe’s Gloss Carriage Paint
ready for use; 8 color.
Gives a high
gloss, equal to new. Sold by W. A. D.
Cragin.

At the Union church Mr. Ranger
preached Sunday morning, taking for
his text words found in John ii, 39,
“ Take ye away the stone.”
The story of the raising of Lazarus
from the dead was read and the fact
that the stone closing the mouth of the
tomb was one of the hindrances in the
way of the manifestation of God’s
power was pointed out. But could not
he who gave life to him, who for four
days had been under the seal of death,
at the same time and by the power of
his word have rolled the stone from his
sepulcher? We doubt it uot. Yet, as
we study the record of the marvelous
works of Christ we hud human coopera
tion required and rendered.
The ser
vant at Cana filled the waterpots with
water; the disciples distributed food to
the waiting multitude; the woman seek
ing for healing touched the hem of his
garment; and the centurion came to the
Master, whose word could give life.
Always some work for man to perform,
some indication of his faith.
And still hindrances which man lias
placed in the way, and which the Lora
calls upon him to remove, obstruct the
progress of God’s work. Without doubt
the hindranA: which causes the greatest
harm and loss is unbeliet. It lurks in
some form in many a heart. It may be
the unbelief of the atheist, who doubts
the existence of God, or that of the
church member, who doubts the power
of God to revive his work in the church.
However it appears, it is a barrier to
the onward march of the kingdom and
shuts from the soul much of the light of
God’s presence.
There are numerous hindrances which
prevent one’s seeing or recognizing the
work of God, which hide from him the
true light. Dissipation and drink blind
the eyes of the soul and too often en
tomb it in the depths of sin. Again
there is the barrier of early surround
ings and impressions.
The teaching
given consciously or unconsciously dur
ing the first years of the child’s life will
surely leave an impress upon his life
and is a mighty factor in determining
his after life, and the place that God
shall fill in his thoughts and purposes.
Think of two young people just leaving
their homes, going where they must
choose their companions, their pursuits,
their pleasures. As they go into the
world they will see perchance much of
sin, of deceit, of iniquity, they will hear
vileness and profanity. The one in his
home has been surrounded with an at
mosphere of purity and true righteous
ness; he sees the sins and listens to the
vile and profane speech. It is repulsive
and abhorrent to him, and he is saved
much of the danger of mingling with
companions who would lead him in the
paths of sin. The other sees the same
sights, hears the same sounds, but they
do not trouble him. Why should they?
He is accustomed to them.
The in
fluence of his home is a hindrance to a
true life, and a knowledge of God.
These obstacles are sometimes sur
mounted, but it is the exception—not
the rule.
God grant that we put none of these
barriers, nor any one of the many that
might be named between our own souls
and him, nor in the way of any about
us. May the stones be rolled away, and
we be conscious of the nearness of God.
In the evening Rev. A. H. Kearney of
Foxcroft, preached from Eph. iii, 17,
“That Christ may dwell in your hearts
by faith,” a sermon setting forth most
plainly and vigorously the necessity of
Christ’s working both for and in us.
We need his abiding presence that we
be always abounding in the work of the
Lord.
“Doing the will of God” was the sub
ject of an interesting sermon preached
at the M. E. church last Sunday morn
ing by Rev. A. H. Kearney of Foxcroft.
The text w7as from Matt, vii, 21; “Not
everv one that saith unto me, Lord,
Lorn, shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven; but he that doeth the will of
my Father which is in heaven.”
This is a trumpet call of warning
against deception, a heavy cannonade
against refuges of carnal security be
hind which many intrench themselves.
It presupposes an almost universal ten
dency to slackness and superficiality of
compliance with divine requirement.
The magnitude of interests involved
ought to move to obtainance of security
of deeply laid and well grounded con
fidence. Many rest their eternal inter
ests upon foundations which would be
spurned and rejected in matters of more
temporal concern. The various forms
of expressing salvation’s conditions are
not contradictory, but suptlementary.
Faith is the main spring, and works the
product of faith. The doing of the text
covers the whole ground of Christian
disposition and activity.
Different agencies are employed in
our personal salvation, viz: God, Christ,
the Holy Spirit, the word of God, the
preaching of the word, and the coopera
tion of the individual seeking the boon
of salvation.
The question of the Philippian jailer,
‘What must I do to be saved?” is tanta
mount to an inquiry as to his part as one
of the factors in the problem of his per
sonal redemption from sin.
The will of God is the exercise of his
volition in the disposal of certain gifts
and blessings to humanity. This will
is recorded in the sacred scriptures.
The old testament enumerates blessings
for Israel after the flesh, the New Testa
ment for Israel after the Spirit and
according to the promise. The nucleus
of New Testament promises is, how
ever, contained in the old. We should
he interested to investigate the will and
learn what it contains for us.
There are three great phases to the
divine will, viz: the experimental, the
promissory and the preceptory.
The
experimental covers demands along the
line of conversion, new birth, sanctifica
tion, annointing of the Holy Spirit,
new creatures in Christ and all'spiritual
experiences.
The promissory covers
promises of redemption, (Gen. iii, 15;) in
heritance, (Gen. xiii. 15;) glory, (Num.
xiv, 21:) a kingdom, (IL Sam. v'ii, 13•Ps.
89; Luke i, 32;) and eternal life, (I John
v, 11, 12 ;) as pertaining to the future;
and forgiveness and grace upon which
our present experiences are based.
The preceptory includes those teach
ings governing our conduct from all the
varied relationships with God and man.
The manner of devotional exercise, self
denial, separation from the world, our
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G roceries,

Uev. M. K. Aydrews, Westfield, Mass., sa y s:
"I wish to acknowledge tlic great benefits re 
ceived from the use of Munyon’s Inhaler.
More than a year ago my vocal chords were
injured ill a bicycle, collision, so that 1 was
unable to converse except with great dllficult.y. A fter one week’s use of Munyoii’s
Inhaler my voice was restored so that 1
talked as usual, with no difficulty w hatever.
It was certainly a Godsend to me’ th at I pro
cured your Inlialer. I cannot use language
strong*enough to express my confidence in it
as a remedy for catarrhal and bronchial diffi
culties. I shall ever feel grateful to God
th a t you made the discovery. ’
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M unyon’s Inhaler is a P ositive Cur
For Catarrh, Asthm a, Colds and
All Throat and Lung D iseases.

DINNER SETS

The glass Inhaler is for family u se; the
hard rubber Inhaler for those aw ay from
home. It can he carried in the vest pocket .
It is unbreakable and unspillable. It reaches
the sore spots.
It heals the raw p laces; it
penetrates obscure recesses where drugs
taken into the stom ach cannot reach. It
acts as a balm and tonic to the whole system .
You breathe with ease. You inhale new life.
PRICE $1.00 (with all medicines). AT AEI,
DRUGGISTS.

attitude toward our enemies, our duties
as parents, as children, as brothers and
sisters, as citizens, come under the
compass of this phase of the diviDe will.
Paul summarizes Christian doing
under the headings of faith, hope and
chanty, or love, (l Cor. xiii, 13.) Faith
has an intimate connection with the ex
perimental will of God. We are justi
fied, sanctified, saved, and kept by faith.
We walk, stand and overcome by faith.
Hope is associated with the promissory
department of the divine will. We an
ticipate redemption, an eternal inher
itance, the glory of God, an everlasting
kingdom, and eternal life. This expecta
tion is grounded upon the exceeding
great and precious promises covering all
these desirable boons.
Love has an
essential connection with the preceptory
phase of divine requirement.
Love is
the fulfilling of the law. Love to God
and love to man are the two great de
partments of this exercise of soul dis
position. These are subdivided into all
the varied ramifications and minutiae of
human duty.
We are commanded to have faith in
God, (Mark xi, 22,) to put on for an
helmet the hope of salvation, (Eph. vi,
17, I Tliess. v, 8,) and to have fervent
love among ourselves, ([ Pet. iv, 8.)
LIK E FINDING MONEY.
The use of the Endless Chain Starch
Book in the purchase of “ Red Cross”
and “Hubinger’s Best” starch, makes it
just like finding money. Why, for only
5c you are enabled t >get one large 10c
pac kageof “Hubin er’s Best” starch
with the premiums, two Shakespeare
panels, printed in twelve beautiful
colors, or one Twentieth Century Girl
Calendar, embossed in gold. Ask your
grocer for this starch and obtain the
beautiful Christmas presents free.
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Garment Opening,
Saturday, November 4,1899.

(Jnderwea

L ad ies’ Coats,
Golf Capes
and F u r Boas.
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Also

Children’s Cloaks,

F u ll fleeced underwear,'^

Bonnets and Hoods. Fu ll fleeced underwei tstotwitl
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Cheap.
P ric e $ 1 .0 0 .
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Switb Conde

Oue of the events to be pleasantly re
membered was the marriage of Miss
Blanche E. Hood and Mr. Ulysses N. ;
Hunt, which occurred at high noon Sat
urday, November 4, at the home of the
bride’s father, Mr. M. A. Hood.
Although the raiu prevented the at
tendance of some whose absence made a j
change in the program, about twenty
relatives and friends were present and
the gloom without had no place within.
The decorations in each room were
FOR S A L E BY
arranged with taste.
The bridal party entered to the strains
of the wedding march, rendered by Mrs. TIHBERLAKE & SHSTH,
B. F. Fickott, and took their places in
NO. 6 , B E A L B L O C K .
the liali beneath a canopy of ferns and
evergreens, where they were met by
— —
---------------^
Rev. B. F. Fickett, who performed the c —
ceremony in a very impressive manner.
|
Cheap prices in spring styles in
The bride was becomingly dressed in ||
a dove colored serge with ribbon to J
match, steel passementerie, tucked |
cerise yoke, and carried ferns .and snow- i
— AND —
drops. The groom wore the conventional black.
i
Miss Maud Peary served as bridesmaid and Mr. Frank Hood, brother of I
the bride, as best man.
E. DYER S
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After receiving congratulations a de
Drug Store,
licious lunch of cake, candies and nuts
was served by Misses Myrtie and Mabel
S tro n g ,
Haine. j
Hescock, Louise Atwood and Inez
Blanchard.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunt received many
beautiful presents. They will spend a
Attention Housekeepers !
few days in Boston, after which they
Agents wanted for Fran k lin co u n ty for o n ,
will reside in Strong. Their friends ex
ot the Greatest Household article s on n ,,.
tend the wish:
‘To thee no stnr.be dark, both heaven and
earth
’Friend thee forever.”
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T. F . C.

We now have in sto ck

M unyon’s F am ous R em ed ies.
With Munyon’s Remedies—57 in num ber;
each a separate Cure—Rheum atism is re 
lieved in a few hours and cured in a few
d ays; Colds are cheeked in a few h ou rs; Dys
pepsia is immediately relieved and perm a
nently cured; Coughs are m ade to disappear
quickly; headaches are relieved in from
three to ten m inutes; kidney diseases are
cured speedily and effectively ; nervous peo
ple are made sound in h ealth ; Liver com 
plaints are promptly cured, and with these
Remedies within reach, no one need com 
plain of bad health. They may be had mostly for 25 cents each, a t all drug stores. W rite
to Prof. Munyon, 1505 Arch Street, Philadel
phia, for free medical advice upon any
disease.
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Every lady pleased w ith
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one trial. The Magic Egg F ry er,
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